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Abstract
If a Space Shuttle flight must be aborted before attaining escape velocity, the
propellant for .ne payload would be ejected into the stratosphere or the ionosphere
(which includes the mesosphere and the thermosphere).
Assuming a linear relationship between the stratospheric loading of NO,, and the
magnitude of the ozone perturbation, we have calculated the change in ozone expected to
result from the space shuttle ejection of N 2 04 , based on the ozone change that is
predicted lift the (much greater) NO,, input that would accompany large-scale operations
of SSTs. These calculations show that the effect on ozone is negligibly small.
Tile N 2 0, may also be released in the ionosphere. Because of the localized and
transient nature of the effects, it is concluded that this will result in no adverse
environmental impacts.
We have critically reviewed possible stratospheric fluorine reactions to evaluate the
magnitude of fluorine-induced ozone destruction relative to the reduction that would he
caused by addition of all
	 amount of chlorine. The predicted effect oil
ozone is vanishingly small.
A similar evaluation was made for an ionosphere injection. No adverse environmental
Impacts are predicted.
Viii
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An Assessment of an F 2 or N 2
 0 4 Atmospheric
Injection 7rom an Aborted Space Shuttle Mission
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1, Introduction
A. Objectives of the Report
The purpose of this report is to evaluate the potential tier
c.-tvironntental impacts of possible Space Shuttle (SS) payload
propellants that might be dumped in the stratosphere or iouo-
sphere during a return-to-launch-site (RTLS) aborted m:°sion.
Reflecting the awareness and concern of scientists and
engineers for the environment, major technological undertak-
ings are now preceded by assessments of effects on the envi-
ronment to allow for planning, rewarch, and design changes to
mitigate such impacts. Recently, one area of particular con-
cern has been the ozone-containing stratospheric layer protect-
ing our planet's surface from harsh and biologically di v:
types of solar radiation ( Ref. I ). Some scientists believe one
ozone layer is threatened by high-flying commercial airliners
(supersonic transports - SSTs) and chlorolluonrmethanes (tlu-
orocarbons), and therefore atmospheric modeling and chemis-
try have become the subjects of art intensive worldwide re-
search effort to quantify such effects (Ref. Z).
While the potential for damage from these sources is still
being evaluated, the fragile nature of the upper atmosphere has
become common knowledge ( Ref. 3). As such, it was realized
that large-scale aerospace projects injecting exhaust gases into
the Earth's upper atmosphere presented a potential hazard to
the natural atmospheric balance (Ref. 4). The intent of this
investigation has been to estimate the magnitude of this poten-
tial for one aspect of the SS project.
Sin:x its developmental stages, various aspects of the SS
project have been subject to impact assessment. Included
among these are NO,, generation from SS reentry heat
(Ref. 5), 110 exhaust gases from SS booster motors (Ref. 6),
and others ( Refs. 4, 7, and 8).
This report assesses another dimension of the SS project:
the potential impacts from unburned propellant jettisoned in
the stratosphere or ionosphere when an SS mission is aborted
before escape velocity is attained.
The major portion of this report deals with the chemistry
and modeling of N,O,t and F, injections into the stratosphere
and ionosphere. Both chemical species are treated indepen-
dently because they represent not a mixture of SS fuel, but
the principal amstituents of two fuels being considered for
various payload packages of the SS. While other SS assess-
ments have considered the case of 60 flights (and injections)
annually, injections in this report are modeled as single, inde-
pendent events because the concern of this report is restricted
to aborted mission:.. While it is felt that a series of injections of
this type could be simulated by a simple "scaling-up," such a
1
treatment is superfluous because any such series of inissiun
	 The maxinnun concentration of atnnispheric ozone is observed
failures would soon result in design Changes.
	 Ill file stratosphere at about 25 kill.
S. Atmospheric Characteristics
The Varth's atmosphere, while consisting of gases, is non-
uniform in terms of temperature, pressure, and con ► pusitior1 .
Ambient temperature has a range of over 400 K. At the
surface of the Earth, temperatures average about 290 K and
then decrease with altitude due to adiabatic cowling. However,
at about 17 kill, the altitude-temperature relationship reverses
auo the temperature begins to increase with altitude as a result
of the presence of the ozone layer. III there are three such
temperature inflections in the atmosphere that occur at abut
17, 50, and 85 kill. The region below 17 kill is the tropo-
sphere. This region is neglected in the remainder of this diSCUS-
Sion because no injections would take place in that atmo-
spheric layer. Huwe.er, the troposphere is important and
different fronn other regions oi ' the atmosphere in that it is wet
(high 11.0 content). This gives rise to a major atmospheric
rei n vai process for many impurities by heterogeneous rain-
out. These temperature inflections, or inversions, result in
stratification of tilt atmosphere into I.,yers as illustrated in
Fig. I, This stratification is important in that it results in very
slow vertical mixing of atmospheric constituents, so that tr,,:
different !aycis of the al m,sphere exhibit different character.
istics. Tile extent of the variation in atmospheric constituents
with respect to altitude call
	 seen in Fig. '.
Above the stratosphere are the mesosphere and therino-
sphere, as seen in Fig. 1. This region above 60 kill, also collec-
tively called the ionosphere, is usually fwther subdivided into
three regions. The 1) region is from 60 to 90 kill, and ioniza-
tion there results primarily front photoionization of NO
(NO + hi , -+ NO' + 0. Between 90 and 120 kin is the F region,
where photuionization of O Z is the most important ion-
forming step 102 + hp — 0* + o- In the F region, above
120 kill, 0, 02 , and N 2 all photoionize, (O + hp 0' + e. and
N 2 + lit, —N2+e)(Ref.ill.
The approaches used in this assessment reflect the major
Concerns for the different atmospheric layers. which are, in
turn, a function of the dominant characteristics of the atino.
Spheric region. The important characteristic of the strato-
sphere, for the present purpose, is the ozone content; there.
fore, the principal direction of the analysis for the strato-
spheric injection is the impact oil ozone Concentration.
Analogously, the assessment of the ionospheric region is prin-
cipally concerned with the effects of a propellant release on
file concentration% ,.,f lit, ii-i-mttiant ions. Ceitain unique fea-
tures of high-altitude neutral Chemistry were also considered.
II. Injection of the Propellant
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Fig. 1. Thermal profile of the atmosphere
Not only do the layers differ in temperature and specific
atmospheric Constituents, they also differ in the type of Cheni-
istry that predominates. The important chemistry in the
stratosphere is homogenous, neutral Chemistry , J111inated by
radical species of the HO,., NO,. and O, families. Nerh; ps the
most significant constituent of the stratosphere is uzciie. O i,
which shields the Earth's surface from ultraviolet WV) light.
A. Injection Parameters
The opportunities for fuel dumping within the flight plan
for all abort nude an limiled by competing operations
of higher priority, as well as factors affecting the salety of the
crew and vehicle. Such :onsideiations restrict tinier of dunip-
ing to 153 to 363 s. 442 ill
	 s and 744 to 984 s after
liftoff, as summarized in Table 1. These three tittle spans are
designated Segments I. 11, and ill. III
	 final RTLS flight
plan, all three flight segments may be retained as alicniiates, or
One specific initiation tinie may be chosen. III report,
propellant dumping is evaluated fur all three flight segments as
well as for dump durations of 50 s. 100 s, and 200 s.
Representative initial plumes that would result from these
candidate initiation-duration combinations are schei ►rtti,; nl:v
depicted in Fig. 3, a graph ,,; the SS altitude as a function Of
ground-elapsed time (Gl •:T). The principal effects of ' the dunnp-
ing duration are those Uf plunie volume and initial dilution of
the propellant, as well as definition of the layers of the
atmosphere that the plunie traverses. Velocity of the vehicle
has a similar effect oil concentrations. Trajectory guide-
lines are summarized in T,&;.,
 2. Additional detail is available
elsewhere ( Ref. m).).
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Fig. 2. Concentrations of chemical species in the atmosphere according to altitude
Table 1. RTLS flight plan segments satisfying criteria
for propellant dumping
I ii tAlt	 R I LS
set! III tI	 events
G1t',
C
Altitude,
kill	 (tl)
T inle of abort 152.9 to 62.2 to	 125.3
I,, pitch around 162.9 (203.976	 to 411.188)
II	 %laxinnun range -342 to 91 4 it , 70.0
dwance to 654 (300.000 to 229.756)
MI CO
III	 ,; aeeleralion 744 to 42.9 to 28.5
control to 984 1140.890 to 93,458)
Mach No. 3
The twit particular SS payload propellants heing evaluated
ront::in 2722 kg (0.00011) ► of I	 tit 3,40-1 kg (7,500111) of
n.O_I . For either propellant, this is a woisi case analysis with
regard to yu:ultity in that lesser. but not glealer, a ,":::;;s tri
these Suhstanccs 1113N 0011111ally he cairied by the SS payload.
In tetn1S of relc%ant aspects of the injection altitudes. all of
the initiation-duration tltimpint-' options p lay 1)e gener:aliled as
two rases. Dumps in tiecnlents I and II would he iesin:ted
entirely to the ionusphelir layer of the allmosphele, which
int• ludes portions of the mesosphere and the themit,sphcte.
Ally injections in Segment III \t,oultl be restricted to the
stratospheric layer. !fence, the two injection uses evaltialed
were an ionospheric Injection and a stratospheric injection.
3
140 (459.3)1
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Fig. 3. Trajectory of the Space Shuttle during an RTLS abort
Those chemical species conceivably decreased by the
injected propellant include stratospheric ozone and iono-
spheric charged particles. The magnitude of' arty perturbati•)n
to the ambient atmosphere would be dependent upon the
concentration of the pollutant, which is a Junction of the
absolute amount of the injected material and the rate of
dilution due to transport processes. After a period of weeks to
months, ste:t.:v sial,^ (equilibrium) conditions would be
reached and '!.(- injeG taut will have hemispherically dispersed.
During this same time period, very little vertical transport will
have occurred. Therefore, the steady-state concentration of
the propellant merely reflects the height of the altitude regime
into which the injection took place.
Oil shorter time scale, before the plume hentispherically
disperses, pollutant concentrations will be substantially higher.
as will be the accompanying transient and localized perturba-
tions. An evaluation of atmospheric diffusion parameters has
been made in an attempt to estintete the time scale of the
plume dispersal and the intermediate propellant concen-
trations.
B. Plume Dynamics
The main effects of fluid motions on atmospheric injectants
are zonal (L-W) and nieridional (N-S) circulatory advection,
and turbulent eddy diffusion. The primary effect of the circu-
latory advection is simple horizontal displacement, whereas
turbulent eddy diffusion causes dispersion of the injectant. In
the stratosphere and mesosphere, the horizontal velocities ( —I
to 100 ins t ) are one to six orders of magnitude greater than
the vertical velocities (^-10-4
 to 10 -1 ins I ). and are not
constant at different altitudes with respect to velocity or
direction I Ref. I 1 ). The wind parameters abruptly change as is
seen in Fig. 4 ( Ref. 12). The effect of these abrupt changes is
one of vertical stratification. Dispersion of the injectant is
produced by both small and large scale eddies On the strato-
sphere and mesosphere), and can be parameterized in terms of
an overall eddy transport coefficient CK) by assuming that the
eddy flux (1-')  is proportional to the gradient of the mean
concentration of the pollutant being diffused (Crru 1, such that
Theoretical values of the horizontal (K,,,, ) and vertical (K__)
eddy diffusion coefficients are available in the literature, based
on the observed distributions of trace gases such as O ; . H.O.
N,O, CI14 , and radioactive debris. Figure 5 shows typical
values of !s, V and Kzz generate-! in a two-dimensional model
(Ref. I i ). It cart be seer front these values of K 3. y,
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Tabla 2. R ILS abort; want "quenoe data
Event GET, s
Relative
velkxiq
1', km/s (ft/s)
Attitude
/t, km (it)
Time ul abort 152.9 1.3814515) 62.17 12(13,967)
Tu,n around 362.9 2.55 (8350) 125.33 (411,188)
3-X's acceleration 622.9 1.43 (4706) 69.67 ( 228,588)
Pitch down 649.9 2.07 (6781) 69.40(227,676)
Main engine cutoff 654.4 2.19 (7193) 69.81 1229,022)
(M1 (Y))
External tank sep- 661.4 2.26 (7405) 70.03 (229.756)
aratiun 111-T SF:P)
FT S F P 661 2.2617405) 70.10 (229.998)
Pitch up 671 2.2617411)1 69.61 1228,383)
Angle of attack, u K 691 2.21174491 65.85 (216.047)
Dynamic prcaure, 712 2.21(1463) 58.43 (191,6691
y=20
Mach No, = 7 716 2.27 17459) 56.66 (185,891)
x acceleration control 744 2.16 (7092) 42.94 (140,890)
Mach No. = 6 771 1.85 (6058) 34.95 1114,680)
Mammun: y 774 1.81
	
(5946) 34.65 ( 113,689)
Pull out of = 0) 781 1.73 15681) 34.37 (112,7711
Mach No. = 5 799 1.55 (5081) 35.79 (1 17,41 1)
Mach No. = 4 883 1.2,1 14032) 34.U3 (11 1,634)
Mach No. = 3 948 0.9012950) 28.48 (93.453)
Terminal augmented 1054 0.46(1499) 21.24 169,6891
energy manage-
ment (TAFM)
AutoLsnding 1375 0.17 (544) 2.67 18,754)
Landing 1441 0.09(295)
ent* ' 1 and KS2 (-I to 20 X 10 3 e111 2 -s- I ) that horizontal
mixing is significantly more rapid than vertical mixing. how-
ever. the achaal ditfusion coefficient values used in atino-
spheric models vary considerably, as is evident front Fig. 6, a
graph of A, coei'licients used by different groups in their
one-dintensional models. Figure 6 also illustrates the variation
in K. with altitude.
The vertical diffusion coefficient, K.. can be used to calcu-
late the residence time, which is an indication of how lor.0 :).o
pollutant will remain in the atmosphere. The residence r:ae
defined as the time it takes fur the amount of the pollutant
that remains in the atmosphere to decrease to 1/c of the
original amount (the e-folding bane). These calculations nor-
mtaily aSSLlllte that the lifetime ill the troposphere is short la
few days) and controlled by heterogeneous rain-out processes.
Figure 7 is a graph of the residence times calculated from the
	
profiles shown for K: tit 	 6. It can he seen that the
predicted residence times in the Chang and McElroy, et al..
models (Ref. 13) differ by about ti years for an injection at
45 knl. This illustrates the importance of the h, profile
chosen. If the McElroy, et al., profile is used, there is men-
tially no difference in residence time between a 22-knT injec-
tion and a 45-kin injection. However. A_ values used tit
Chang model result in a difference in residence tune of over 10
years for those saute injections. Relative to the McElroy, et al..
model, the Chang model would predict a longer residence tittle
for mesospheric injections. Recently, however, the consensus
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anumg the modeling community is that the hest K: profile is
similar 1(, that used by McElroy. et c'.
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tration profiles in Figs. 10 and I I indicates a more rapid
vertical dispersion than would be predicted by other models.
Alide these differenccs are of academic interest, the resulting
impacts calculated in this evaluation would not appreLwbly
change if an alternate K. profile were used. Figure 12 illus-
trates how the mixing ratio of a pollutant injected at IOU kin
decreases with tittle, due to ver t ical dispersion, and becomes
none unifo • nl with altitude.
Above 100 km, the total particle density decreases and
molecular diffusion becomes the dominant mechanisin for
vertica l mixing as illustrated in Fig. L, (Ref. 1-5). Vie rate of
dispersion in this region of the atmosphere can be described by
tl'e equation for spherically sy mmetric diffusion (Ref. 10):
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Figures 8 and l) are graphs of the !> _ profile and resultant
residence times used by Yang ( Ref. ' 41 in his model of the
atmosphere. We Used Yung's model to obtain the concenlra-
Ii , )n profiles in Figs. 10 and I I. These profiles illustrate the
decrease in concentrations gild mean altitude of the pollutant
following a 40-kn1 and a 100-kni injection. Based on this
model, a pollutant injected at 100 kilt does not reside signifi-
cantl y longer in the atmosphere than for a 40-kn1 injection.
Since the edd\ diffusion coefficients used in the Yung model
are similar to those of I11cFlroy, et a1., bt th predict that the
	
i`	 residence tine is approximately constant above 25 knl. It is
probable that the model ( Ref. 141 used 'o obtain the ccmc"n-
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The solution tan be written:
S
rrlr, r1 = -	
„	
exp (-r214Dt)
On DIV' '
where .S„ is the total number of molecules injected ant! D is
fire molecular diffusion coeftkietff. This nratheniatical treat-
ment of plunge dispersion was not used in the present report
because nu propellant, or only a very small portion of file
propellant. would b- injected :bove 100 km.
C. Plume Dispersal in the Stratosphere
The first situation to be considered is that wli:re the SS
mission is aborted in the stratosphere. The propellant can be
released in any 50-s, 100-s, or 200-s tin ge period, while the SS
is in the altitude range of 43 tr _2 8.4 kill. The trajectory of the
SS during; the injection nude and the duration of the dumping
procedure determines the altitude regime of the injection. As
the rate at which the plume disperses is predominantly a
function of rapid horizontal mixing processes, the rate of
plume expansion is enhanced by deposition over a wider
altitude range.
Four different stratospheric propellant releases are consid-
ered: 50 s. 100 s, and 200 s releases initiated at 744 s GFT (the
earliest opportunity in Segment 111), and a 50-s release initi-
ated at 771 s GET. The releases initiated at 74 .3 s correspond
to an altitude i-f' 43 km, and the 771-s release occurs at an
altitude of 37.0 kill. Tlie release initiated at 771 s corresponds
to the situation where the propellant is depositzd in (lie
narrowest possible regime, when the SS is on a near-horizontal
flight trajectory.
30	 40	 50	 60	 65
r, mo
Fig. 9. Residence time profile calculated using KZ coefficients
from Fig. 8
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rr = particle density
r = radius of the cloud
t = little
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Table 3 lists values for the critical parameters involved in
the flow cases: altitude reginie. dist:uice traveC^d by the SS
.luring fli p. ejection period, ejection duration. and initiation
time ((;E r). In each of the cases, (a) through (d), the amounts
of F 2 and N,O,t are 4.2 X 10 28 arid 22 . 2  X 10 28 nlolec des.
The N,O4 rapidly undergoes thermal decomposition 3esulting
in the production of 4.4 X 10 28 molecules of NO2.
Aitbough the diameter of the propellant exit port is postu-
lated at only 2.5 cni, the plun g e diameter rapidly (less than one
second) expands by a factor of 50 to 200 due to the pressor.-
differential between the ejected p l un ge and the ambient atmo-
sphere In case (a). the gas pressure in a_.5-cnr diameter plunge
would be — 5500 tin ges the total pressure of the ambient
atmosphere. In cases (a) and (d) the initial plume diameter
would be —t to ` 1, whereas in cases (b) and (c) the pitime
diameters would 2 to ?-I !' and — I in respectively. Thus
;it cases (b) and (c) the plums does not expand as much, due
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Fig. 13. Dominant mechanisms inducing plume dispersal
according to altitude
to a lower pressure differential between the plume and the
ambient atmosphere.
As soon as the gas is ejected into the atmosphere, it under-
goes shearing by horizontal winds and dispersion due to turbu-
lent diffusion. Figure 14 illustrates the horizontal and vertical
mean "cloud" widths, and turbulent diffusion coefficients,
Table 3. Critical parameters for sample
stratospheric injections
Case Altitude, kni Duration, s Distance, kin Initiation times
(a) 43.0 to 35.7 50 92.9 744
(b) 43.0 to 34.4 100 175.8 744
(e ► 43.0 to 28.4 200 ?06.1 744
(d) 37.6 to 38.5 50 ef; 5 771
K y' Ky ., and K.-, as a function of travel time (plume age)
for a hypothetical point source injection (Ref. 17). It c,,: be
seen from this figure how the magnitude of K,, }„ the horizon-
tal eddy diffusion coefficient, varies with time (or 31utne
diameter). At short times the dispersion is isotropic and ap-
pro ,ches the molecular limit for the injection altitude, and
Then K ti . t , increases as of .1 s up to o l, 100 kilt (o t, = horizon-
tal dispersion cloud width), at which point it reaches the
global limit. The global limit shown for K,,,, in Fig. 14 corre-
sponds to a value of s— 3 X 10 1(1 cm-- 
f'.
 
which is approxi-
ttlately an order of magnitude greater than the values calcu-
lated by LAtuis (Ref. 1 I ), but comparable to those calculated
by Crutzen (Ref. 18), in their two-dimensional models. The
values of K,,,, calculated by Louis and Crutzen were typically
3 X 10 1 cm2 -s- I , and ? 10 10 c111 2.s-1 respectively, and repre-
sented meridional dispersion (N-S). Zonal dispersion is prob-
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ably comparable in magninrle. Although Fig. 14 has been used
to eslunate the rate of 'roriiontal dispersion, it has been
reahred that the data hale used it) develop this figure is Minuted
at hest. II Fig. 14 is in error a1 short times (t< 10' s), it
would probably be ,in the side Lit underestimating the rate of
plume dispersal due to an incorrect tittle evolution for K,,r,.
However, at longer antes, Fig. 1 .1 may overestimate the rate of
dispersal it the global asymptotic value for K,, t, is tut) high.
For the legion where K r , r , of !\.. have Tcached their asyn ► p-
totic values, the rate of plume dispersal can he calculated using
the following sin ► pie expression:
o' Inlean plun ge width)' = 4 K t
Figure 14 has been used in this assessment to calculate the
tin ►c history of the plume volume. In this figure and our
subsequent calculations. K,, t. represents the paramcterited
edd y
 diffusion coefficient which describes both small and large
scale eddies. It can he seen jr, m 1 • ig. 14 that the plum e
 si:e at
lfw ,l Nines is independent ,ll an  assumptiotis /natleah,Nll the
initial shape antl si:e ul the plume. Whether the initial cloud
width is 1, 10, ell 100 nt, it will still expand to — 10' kill after
I day and — 10-t kilt after 10 da s. Consequentl y , the esti-
mated plume width after I day. I month. and I year were
taken di; q tly from Fig. 14. At short times (< I day) the
calculated i.l r,ttc volumes ma; he somewhat dependent upon
the validity of various approximations. As stated earlier, the
initial diameter of the gas piume (within a few seconds after
release) is dependent upon the ratio of the "plume pressure.,
and the ambient pressure of the atmosphere. The plume will
rapidly expand to eliminate Cie pressure gradient. In addition,
as the SS takes either 50, 100, or 200 s to release its propel.
lant, the gas released at the beginning of the period has nn ► re
time to disperse. Conw-quently, the shape of the plume at the
end of the period ran best he described as the tilted frustrrun
of an inverted cone (see rig. 1 Sal.
Although the SS travels ^A)3 kilt during this period, it
descends only —7.3 kilt ill altitude, largely confining the pro-
pellant to this altitude regime for several months due to the
slow rate of vertical mixing, t"onseynerr ► !r ill( , plume is pre-
tliete,l to eXl yantl rapidl'v in rulunu , hr hori:onlal dispersion.
but unlr rery slo ►rlr b y vertical nri.6t j . This merely reflects
the large difference in magnitudes between the rates of hori•
iontal and vertical mixing. Within a few days, the shape of the
pluntc changes from the tilted t -rustnrrn of' a cone (shown in
Fit. 15a) to that tit  cylinder illustrated in Fig. 151). For times
between the end of the dumping period and the time it takes
I'M the plume to reach the shape of a cylinder. the pluntc
10 day
TRAVEL TIME
Fig. 14. Dispersion distances and coefficients of turbulent diffusion as a function of time following an injection at 100 km
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Fig. 15. Geometric shape of the propellant plume: (a) Initial
shape of plume, (b) plume shape after a few days
shape and rate of expansion are less easily calculated. How-
ever, it is quite adequate and intuitively correct to assume that
the shape of the plume cart he described, for the purpose of'
calculating its rate of expansion. by a cylinder -7.3 kill in
height with an initial volume equivalent to that of the initial
tilted inv.-rted cone.
These calculations of plume volume are probably good to
within only all
	 of magnitude because of uncertainty in
K^.. The plume dispersal rates will vary greatly depending
upon the meteorological conditions prevailing at the tittle. K,l,
is predicted to exhibit significant variability with both latitut e
and season (Fief. I 1 I. Table 4 shows the calculated plume
volumes and Icsultant FX and NO,, concentrations and mixing
ratios as a (1111C11Un of U111C, JSSUIl11Ile 110 Vertical 1111XIng. This
approach is obviously invalid at tin g es grea(el than I month
and leads to a small underestimate of ',tic true plunk volume.
D. Plume Dispersal in the Mesosphere
The propellant can he released during any 50-, 100-, or
200-s tittle period while the Space Shuttle ascends from
62.2 kill to 125.9 kill (15_'.9 - 362. 0 s GL T). or descends
front 1)1.4 kill to 70.0 ken 1442 - 654 s GET). Any 50-s dump
in flight Segment I will initially be distributed within an :Itnlo-
spheric layer 15 kill in height, ano over a horizontal distance
of -71) kill. The initial volume of the pluule (at the end of the
dump period) is govetned by the almost lrlStarltJ11000Sexpan-
sion that occurs due to the pressure differential between the
ejected propellant and the ambient atmosphere (the initial
expansion is greatest at higher altitudes due to tiic lower
atmospheric pressure). Let us consider two ex(revie cases:
( I ) a 50-s dump between 62 and 77 kill, and (2) a 5C-s dump
between I1 I and 126 kill. It is easily shown that the initial
diameter of the propellant prune will be -42 ill in case ( I 1
and 2.54 kin in case (2). Front Fig. 14, it cart he seen that
there will he no significant cxl• :nsion of the plume within the
dump period due to eddy processes. (This is ill to the
stratospheric case.) The initial plume volumes are 3 X 101.1
Table 4. Time history of plume volumes and concentrations
of FX and NO =
 for a stratospheric Injection
P1ll llle VUhlrill`,Time	 Cm3
(7011d 0.'Id lll,
kni IFX a ,molecules/cnl 3 INOXI.inolecules/cin
(FX)h
nlisine
ratio
(NO ih
mixing
ratio
0	 3.2 x 1O 12 '.4 x	 Ill_2 1.34 x	 10 16 1.38 x	 10 1 " 0.17 o.17
i	 I It	 1.0 X	 10 16 1.4 X	 100 5.0	 X 10 12 4.4	 X	 10 12 63 X 10 - -' x	 (( )-5
5.6 It
	
x	 t 0 1 K 1.4 x	 10 1 7,1	 x	 10 10 4.4	 X 10 10 8.9 x 10-7 5.5 X	 lo-7
1 day	 5.1 x	 10 1 `l 9.6 x 10 1 1.66 x	 10`I 8.6
	
x 108 2.1 x	 1 o -K 1.1	 x	 III-K
10 days	 8.7 x	 1 021 1.26 x	 10 3 9.8	 x 106 5.1	 x	 106 1.2 x	 I0-10 6.4 x	 10-t I
I mo	 7,4 x 1022 3.7 x 103 1.16 x	 106 5.,)	 x	 1O S 1.4 x	 10-11 7.4 x	 IO-12
y	
I vear	 1.8 x 1024 Ilemisperic 4.7	 X 104 2. 3 	X 104 5.9 X	 111-19 3.1	 x	 10-1 .t
ti	 5 pears	 3.6 x 1024 Global 2.3	 x	 1()4 1.25 x 10 4 2.9 x	 111-13 1.6 x	 1O-13
a l . x = Ill .
 +F+F0+F0 2 +IiOl +NOF
h it is assumed that the cloud center remains at 40 knl, there is no vertical dispersion. and the propellant is unili,rnll\' mixed within the cloud.	 Roth
assumptions are incorrect, but are used for %implicit% (discussed with reference to Fig. 11).
	
1\1I = 8.0 x	 10 16 molecule-col -3 (total gas content
at 40 kin).
	 At times less than one dav, the values shown for FX have taken into account the 1- 2 photo dissociation rate leach molecule of' F ` pro-duces 2 F X
 molecules),
11
C111 3 and 2 X 10 1 " cn1 3 respectively. The plume width at times
longer than several hours is not dependent upon the initial size
of the plun g e (Fig. 14). Consequently. the titne histor y of the
cloud width will be the same for any dumping altitude or
dump duration. The volume is dependent on the dump dura-
tion as this governs the initial height of the plume. Table 5
shows the predicted time history o" the plunle width. plume
volume. J FX J , and i NO,, J .
Table 5. Plume volumes and conce ,drations of FX and NO.
for an injection in the ionosphere
Plume width,	 Plume volume,I nor	 Ikm	 cm3	 I X l	 1 tiO`
lh 2 4.7x	 10 16 1.8x	 10 12 9.4x	 10'1
I day 96 1.1 x	 10 21 7.8 x 10 7 4.0 x 107
10 days 1.26 x 10 3 1.9 x 10 2 ' 4.6 x 10 6 2.3 x 10 6
1	 lilt) 3.7	 x 10 3 1.6 x 10 23 5.4 x 10 5 18 x 105
1 year Hemispheric 3.9 x 10 24 2.2 x 104 1.1 x	 104
From thPsc values of plun g e volume and JFXJ (it has been
assumed 2 FX molecules are produced per F, injected). the
mixing ratios (r/r) of FX at ditterent injection altitudes were
calculated (Table 6). When the propellant is released over a
100- or 200-s tin ge period, these values must be reduced by
factors of 2 and 4 respectively. In addition. these values
neglect vertical dispersion, which is quite significant at times
greater than 1111011th at these high altitudes. Figures I I and 12
SbUW 110W Vertical plume dispersion is quite rapid fur high
altitude injections. Therefore these values tend to overesti-
mate the mixing ratios of FX and NO,, lain ost identical t0
FX see Table 51.
Table 6. The mixing ratios (v/v) of FX at different altitudes
following an ionospheric injection
( inre	 70 km	 90 km	 120 km
I do	 3.9 x 10-8 1.0 x lo-6 1.4 x 10 -4
10 da y s	 2.3 x 10 -9 6.0 x 10_ a 8.5 x 10 - 6
1	 11141
	 2.7 x	 10- '' 7.0 x 10	 " 1.0 x 10-6
t %car	 1.1	 x	 to -11 3.0 x I0 - ' o 4.1 x 10-8
III. Atmospheric Modeling
A. Background
Basically, a stratospheric model is a set of equations
representing all constant and dynastic aspects of the strato-
sphere that have a direct or indirect ettect on the concentra-
tions of the relevant chemical species. Representative nlathe-
111atical expressions are used to generate a compuler program.
These models have become increasingly complex, to the print
that a run may take hours or days of computer tittle.
Typically, a model takes years to develop and will require i!-.e
concentrations of thirty chemical species while utilizing rate
constants, k and J values (fur photochenucal reactions), for
100 or more reactions. Additionally, the models trust take
into account natural variations in nackgruund levels• diurnal
variations of sunlight, the horizontal and vertical movements
in the stratosphere, and the altitude and location of the
pollutant injection. Finally, many of the concentrations, rate
constants, and other input data are unavailable and must he
estimated. Thus, it is easy to see that two groups of modelers
could make ditterent estimates and predict different out-
comes. In tact, must recently, not only the magnitude, but
also the sign of the impact of the SSTs is in dispute. Same
groups presently claim +t SSTs flying at 17 km would
increase rather than decrease the level of stratospheric zone
(Ref. 19)
Models exhibit varying levels of sophistication or
"parannctenzarlon" according to the level of data-averaging
that is involved. The least complex models are I-D (dimension)
models, or vertical prollies. These models emphasize complete-
ness with regard to the chemistry of the stratosphere and are
very comprehensive with regard to the reactions in the model.
Vertical transport is also emphasized. However, horizontal
movement. on a micro or macro level, is ignored and 1.1)
models inust assume a globally-averaged input. Additionally,
vertical transport as well as the ambient concentrations must
be averaged to account for geographical variations. •I hus, the
1-I) model cannot predict the extent of local or "corridor"
perturbations (disruptions) in the stratospheric chemistry
hecause the output is only a vertical profile. However. the I -D
models use a tine vertical grid size, thereby allowing for inure
detail in the vertical direction. The y also allow for more
completeness with regard to photochemistry.
The '-D models represent a cross-section of the strato-
sphere through a polar axis. While 2 . 1) models can incorporate
more detail for K,,,, (tile zonally averaged meridiona' eddy
diffusion coefficient representing north-south horizontal trans-
port), often fewer reactions are included and the vertical grid
size may be larger. This addition of K,,,, is a substantial
addition in that interhemispheric transport is relatively slow
and the altitude of the Ozone la}'er exhibits variation according
to latitude.
Finall y . there are 3 . 1) models. These models make maxi-
mum use of horizontal diffusion in both the polar and
equatorial (Iv s.) directions. (however, still more detail in the
chemistry and subdivision of the stratospheric layer must be
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sacrificed. F.irthernrore, file demand for computer time to run
the model substantially increases.
B. Assessing an NOx Injection
The model for NO, injections has undergone intensive
development under the Climatic Impact Assessment Program
MAP), Department of Transportation. Under C'IAP, several
n ^^ ,Is have been developed to predict the impacts of present
subsonic and future levels of SST flight on the stratosphere.
Thus. the NO,, models are well established and, while some
areas of controversy still remain over effects of aircraft
injections at lower stratospheric levels, the models are in
- substantial agreement regarding the overall role of NO„. (The
agreement between 1-. _'-, and 3 . 1) models is not unexpected in
that, although lower-order models use averaged data for more
of the parameters, the data base itself is the same firr all of the
models.)
In this assessment we have taken advantage of the advanced
state of NO ', models. In so doing, we have used the results
front existing models to predict the ozone perturbation, at
steady state (equilibrium) conditions, expected to result (row
aft NO,, injection from the SS payload. This analysis is
presented in Section IV.
C. Assessing an FOx Injection
Although chlorine and fluorine are ditterent substances,
they are of the same family, i.e., halogens, and exhibit very
similar chenlistnes. Its assessing the impacts of the fluorine
injection, we have taken advantage of the advanced state of
CIO,, models as well as the analogous qualities of Cl and F
chemistries.
It is not realistic to merely substitute the value for the
fluorine injection into a chlorine model. Rather, stratos-fieric
fluorine chemistry has been very carefully analyt-d to
generate analytic expressions for the catalytic efficiency of
fluorine comparable to those of CI. Using experimental and
estiniated rate constant data, the ratio of the values for the F
and (I catalytic efficiencies has been calculated. This factor is
then used to convert the ozone perturbation predicted for a
chlorine injection in a CIO,, mode. :o that predicted for a FO,,
injection of the same magnitude. Thus, the full benefit o r
 a
sophisticated stratospheric erode) can be realized in detenian-
ing the ozone perturbation resulting trom the fluorine
injection.
Details reg, ding analytic expressions, rate constant data,
and the fluorine model, as well as the actual quantities
calculated and overall assessment, are presented in Section V.
IV. N 2 04 in the Atmosphere
A. Background
An NO ', model ha; been developed for high flying aircraft
and is fairly well established. Figure 16 is a schematic diagrain
of the chentistr^ uses in th e NO', model. The principal
chemical reactions incorporated into the NO,, model are
summarized in "Table 7.
Althoufji the pollutant is injected in the form of N2041
reaction ( 18),
N26.4 + M -Y 2NO 2 + M	 (18)
is very rapid under stratospheriC Conditions and the entire
amount will dissociate within I to 2 seconds to form NO,.
Therefore, firr purposes of analysis, the dumping can be
Considered an NO, injection, the then similar to aircraft
exhaust. Furthermore
'
since NO and NO, Cause the catalytic
destruction of ozone through reactions ( I I ) and (1 2), they are
both considered to be in the "active” partition and ire
collectively termed NO,. The basic mechanism for production
of ozone in the stratosphere is as tirllows (Chapman
mechanism ):
O' + li p
 --0+0	 (1)
0+0 2  + M - 0 3
 + M, twice
	 (2)
Net: 30, + h p - 03 + CJ
In the course of assessing the impacts of the HCI injected
into the stratosphere by the SS train engines (not to be
confused with the present case of a SS payload propellant ),
models were developed for stratospheric chlorine chemistry.
From that HCI assessment, the catal y tic nature of chlorine
destruction of ozone was realized, even though the HCI
injected by the stain engines appeared riot to pose a serious
threat to the ozone layer (worst case predictions are -0.5`,'f
decrease in ozone) (Ref. 6), Rowland and Molina ( Ref. 20) did
a study indicating that chlorotluoromethanes (CFMs) can
photodissociate in the upper stratosphere generating CI, but
not in the troposphere. This causes long atmospheric lifetimes
for the CFMs (to date no tropospheric chemical sinks have
been identified). allowing long-terns stratospheric aCCUnuda-
tion of CI. Due to the tremendous quantities of' CFMs used as
F'	 aerosol propellants. CFMs were realized as a potentially very
e	 substantial threat to the ozone layer. Hence, much like NO,,,
models have been developed fi,r stratospheric CIO ', chemistry
4 and for stratospheric injections of Cl. These CIO, models are
also well established. While controversies remain over details of
the models, the predictions of the various CIO,, models are
substantially the same (Ref. _'1 ).
fir`
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Fig. 16. Schematic diagram of the NO, straw,spheric model
This reaction set produces ozone in the stratosphere at a total
rate of about 5.0 X 10 .11 molecules/s (Ref. _'_).
In a pure oxygen system, ozone is destroyed by reaction
(3).
03+0-•02+02	 (3)
Although ozone can be rapidly photolyzed (4), this does
not result in the loss of ,zone as reaction (4) is usually
f0 lowed by (2)
	
01 + b y - 0 2 + 0	 (4)
	
0+02 +M - 03 +M	 (2)
Net: null reaction
) able 7. Stratospheric NO„ model
WII" " Reaction I'.l ll a I l i	 n1
No.
0 2 + 1u , -• 0+0 (1)
- 0+0.+11 — 0 3 +.%I (2)
0 3
 +0
-- 0 2 +02 (3)
0 1 + 111 , --
 
0,+0  (4)
O( 1 1)) + 11,0 — 110 + HO 15) 
110+0 3 — 1100+0 2 (6)
I IOO + 03 110+0, +0 2 (7)
r~	 - 110+0 11+0, (8) 
fir! j: 1100+0 110+0, (9)
;. If + 0 1 — 110+02 410)
A %' NO + 03 NO2 +0, I I )
a » NO_ +0 NO + 02 (12)
NO + by - NO + O (13)
110+ NO, +%I
—	 11.'x03 +11 (14)
I IN'03 + hl , -- HO + NO, 115)
1100+NO -- 110+NO2 (16)
X74•' NO2 + O 1 -- NO 3 +02 1 17)
Hence, the rate of ozone destruction is a function of the
relative rates o ► (3) and (2) with respect to 101. This net cycle
(4 followed by 21 is important in controlling the temperature
stability of the stratosphere due to the exothennicity of
reaction ('_).
The HO, family provides additional reaction-pairs that
cause the catalytic destruction of ozone: three examples are
shown (6) (7). (6) (`)), and (10) (8).
110+0 3 HOO+0,	 (e)
1100+0 1 -- 110+0 2+ 0,	 (7)
Net: _201-30,
HO + 0 1
 — HOO + 0 2 (0)
11()()+0 -+110+0, 01
Net: 0 3 + O 0, + 0,
11+0 1 --X 110+0,	 110)
HO +O--H+0,	 (8)
Net: 0 3 + 0 -► 0 2 + 0,
,
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However, these three Cycles nitw compete ' or HO x with a net Table 8. Summary of changes in predicted ozone levels for
zero balance c y cle. the stratospheric NO, model
NO + 0 3 --1100 + 02 (6) Computedozone reduction, .(hank made
17 km 20 km
' 1100+NO-+110+NO, (16)
" Start 11974) 4.8 -11 
NO, + b y -+ NO + 0 (13) New (hang 1 Rel'. 23) eddy' diffusion 5.4 12 
(N20 + lip ) changed from 5.3 12
Hates and Hayes to 1 Ret. 24)
0 + 02 + M — 0 3 + N1 (2) Johnston.nd Sclwyn (Ref. 25)
Add "smog" reactions: 011 +CO, 4.8 11H
•i: 4' Net:	 null reaction O + ('114 , H 2 O2 + 011102 + h y , OH + (:11 4
° r Oft + 110 2 12 x	 10-10 -- 2 x 10-11 ) 2.1 6.4
A comparable Catalytic destruction cycle and compehtlg Off + HNO T 11.3 X 10	 13	 8.9 X 
]0.141 2.0 6.0
` neutral cycle are demonstrable (Or NO,, chemistry. NO3 + ht , Ibranching, NO +O2 -- 1.6 5.2
• k ; - 2/3 (NO 2 + 0). 1/3 (NO + 02))
NO + 0 3	 NOZ + O Z (I	 1) 01 I D) reactions with N 2 0, N 2 , 1.5 4.9
02, ('H . fi O changed from
p .	 ,Ham sc n amt Garvin (Ret'. 26) reconunenda-
, NO
2
 + 0 -► NO + 0, (1 ? ► tions to Streit et al., (Ret*. 27)
reconnnendations
Net: O	 + ()	 • ()	 + 03 Of I + NO	 + M 0 sa ng (Ret: 28) -^2	 g 1.5 4.82	 2 Anastasi'Ret. 29) et a1.)c..t:
di:.L.. !lU	 + If0	 13 x	 111'1 I ev	 ( -SOU/"l)2	 2	 p 1.2 4.3
..;	 : NO + 03 -► NO, + O Z (i 1) --1.7 x 10- 11 e.p (-500/71)
110 2 +0 (8 x 10 - 1 I espl -500/T) 1.2 4.2
°=s'N NO +hv--NO+O (131 -- 3x 10-") )2
1102+ NO (Howard and I.venson. Ret. 30) +1.9a +.4a 
0+0Z +N1-+0+M I'I
3
t
"O/one increase.4 .y ,
Net:	 null reaction
	
77ms fur these NO, ej,cles the relative rates of reactions (12) 	 CHANGES START ( 1974)
ant! (/3) deterwine how nncc •h ozone oil/ be destroYett	 K:
N2 0 + by
METHANE REACTIONS
	
rk'	 HO + HOO
B. NOx Modeling	 HO + HNO3
	
:r	 NO + by
	
t °:	 As is the case with any body of knowledge, NO,, models 	 O(1 D) REACTIONS
	
fhave evolved throu-h a series of changes to reach their present	 HO+NO2+ M
	
F !'	 form, and continue to evolve as values for rate constants and 	 HOO+MOO
	
transport coefficients are improved, and as new reactions are 	 H2 0-0
	
s	 added to file models. Table H and Fig. 17 summarize the
	 CIO (I ppb)
	
evolution of the predicted , hange in stratospheric ozone in 	 HOO + NO —
response to new or improved rate constant data and addition
of new reactions to the model. It is evident that the most
rzcent change, the new rate constant for reaction (10),
1100 + NO -- 110 + NO 2	 (16)
INJECTION
20-km
INJECTION
H
+2	 0	 _7	 -I	 -6	 -Ft	 _in	 _17 _t!
CALCULATED OZONE REDUCTION, %
Fig. 17. Evolution of the predicted chanSe in stratospheric
ozone from stratospheric SST flight.
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SS Injection:
Injection' = 4.6 X 10 2 " molecules NO,
has changed not only the magnitude, but also the direction of
the ortfhe perturbation for 17- and 20-kin injections; i.e., the
Models now predict as increase in the integrated ozone
column rather than a decrease (Ref. 31).
Another recent development in ntodeli-tg theory was an
uncertainty analysts whereby all attempt w!s made to quanti-
tate variability in the nnodels that is due tc -ncertainties in the
available rate-constant data. Ill an :trialysis, Stularski, et
al., (Ref. 32 ) assigned a normal (Gaussian ) distribution to the
levels of uncertainty for reaction rate constants. I'erfOrtning
several hundred model runs while individually varying rates for
each of the 48 reactions used in their model, the y concluded
that a reduction of all rate tile asurement uncertainties to ! 157
would result in an overa.t uncertainty of ±30% for a given
calculation of ozone reduction. They suggest, however, that a
factor of two is a realistic estimate of uncertainty fur results
from present models. However, this type of model is in its
infancy, and it is dubious whether the data base for the
reaction rate constants is adequate at present. [it the
more fundamental question to be answered is whether a 1-1)
model is adequate for an ozone perturbation calculation.
The quality of the models is expected to imptove with
changes in the data base, In fact, several of the gaps which
need to he filled were discussed ill recent review of
stratospheric modeling with regard to aircraft ( Ref. 31 1. Some
of the more prominent items are sinurltaneous nleasurenlents
of individual species to validate certain aspects of lire 1.1)
photochemical models. instruments to accutaiely measure
water vapor in the stratosphere, and improvements in nodel-
ing techniques to account for the true (nonlinear) nature of
the atmosphere.
C. Impact of the Stratospheric NOx Injection
The impact of the NO, injection oil
	
stratosphere was
calculated, ill 	 of -.10
.l* by two methods. From a 2.1)
model created by the Lawrence Livermore laboratory.
(Ref. 33), the result for all fleet flyin g at at: altitude of 35
Kill was linearly scaled down to an injection magnitude uf•one
SS abort flight per year. The second approach used was based
on a f0rnlula from Johnston 1 Ref. 34). for A03/ANOx
following a 20-knl iniection; -,A0 3 /0 3 = ( 1/5 ) aNO,t/NOX.
The result 'runt this latter approach is less reliable due to
numerous changes ill 	 constant data since the formula was
derived, and due to differences ill injection altitude.
LLL 2-D Model (Ref. 33)
SST Fleet:
Injection = 3,2 X 10 34 nnrlecuies yr-'
A03 = - 17.24%
_ 4.6 X 10211
- I- 17.241;)
3 3.2 X 1014
110 3 = - 2.48 X 10-"A
Johnson Correlation (Ref.  _' % )
A03 I ANOx 2
	O ; 	5 NO%
A0 3 	1 ANOx
	2X I0t2	 5 2X 10`'
J0 = I (4.6 X 1028 )  (7.08 X 1036 ) X (2 X 1012)
	
-- 
.__­
___1__- --- -
	 —
	
3	 5	 2 X 109
= -2.6 X 10 6 'Molecules
= -1.3 X 10-4'
The -A0 3 calculated is — 5 X 10 5 (SST model) to w3 X
10 6
 molecules cnn -3 -s-t . This represents a -.hange of ^-10 -5
to 10 - 4 :,(. This constitutes a change in 1031 ill strato-
sphere about 4 orders of magnitude less than a charge that
would be detectable 1-0.1`,,) (Ref. 6). Thus, for all practical
purposes, it call said that there are no impacts on
stratospheric ozone from such a propellant dumping. This is
not unexpected when one considers that existing. SSTs emit at;
equal amount of NO, ill 	 titan 10 (tours of cruise flight
time.
D. NOx Plume Chemistry in the Stratosphere
Tile release of N,0 4
 into the stratosphere is equivalent to
the release of twice the quantity of NO, as the N 2 04 will
rapidly (in seconds) undergo thetnlal decomposition:
N 2 04 -> NO 2 + NO2
' Assurning one abort per year with the N 2 04 propellant
Fnr one aborted mission.
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	The NO_ thus produced will be photolyzed (J — 10- 25- t )	 strorusidiere. 'Iltere are, however, certain effects of the
within a tcw nunutes to form ail 	 concentration of nitric	 high-altitude neutral chemstry drat are of Interest. One of
oxide and atonuc oxygen. [lie nitre oxide reacts with ozone	 these processes will have the effect of destroying significant
to regenerate NO 2
 while the atomic oxygen reconibilles with
	
fractions of the injected NO,, so that much of it will rearch the
the large concentration of molecular oxygen to form ozone. 	 suatosplwre in an timeactive form.
The overall r,sult is that NO and NO, rapidiv attain a
transitory steady-state equilibrium, which is acconlpamed by a	 We first review the sequence of events following the release
net production of ozone.	 of N,04 in the high• :Ititude egion. By far tl:e most dominant
mechanism for N 2 04 destruction would he ct.1lisional dissocia-
N 2 0 -+ 2NO,	 tion, as previously concluded lit 	 section on stratospheric
rfl'ects:
NO2+hv-► NO+O
N,O4 + Al - 2NO 2 + M	 ( 1 8)
0+02 +N!- 03+M
NO + O t - NO 2 +0 2
After this :.nitial production of ozone, the standard NOt
catalyzed decomposition ol'odd oxygen occurs. This decreases
the odd oxygen content within the plume. However, this
pe • turbarlon will he highly localised and its impact oil
total column abundance of ozone 4nsignificant. Crutieri
(Ref. 18) used a -' -U model to demonstrate that the observed
0 3 perturbation that followed the injection of NO x , via a solar
proton effect, w the upper stratosphere/lower mesosphere
could he adequ;Uely explained, thus lending some credence to
our understanding of upper atmospheric ozone chemistry.
Wide the Concentration of NO, remains high relative to the
normal ambient levels. the concentrations of nuntetous radi-
cals deviate front their normal photochentically controlled
equilibrium concentrations; e.g., the OH(' 7T . HO_ I"atit) will
he Controlled by the NO + HO : reaction rather than the
0 + ()If, and O + HO, reactions. However. these short-term
pert itrbatlolls are of little significance as the NO S plume
rapidly disperses, and normal photuChenliCal C(luilihniull is
rapidly reestablished.
E. Neutral Chemistry for a High-Altitude Injection
of NOx
Two of the three abort segments discussed ill II
occur in the altitude region of about 50 to I'0 kill, Hell above
the stratosphere, encompassing the nlesopheric and thernio-
spheric regions o; ' the atmosphere. As di.,:ussed ill
with plume dispersal. this material will he carried downward
into (he stratosphere at a rate that is relatively rapid.
depending oil exact choice of eddy diffusion coefficients
used for the CACUlation. Following this mixing process, the
cflccts it) ill( , strawsphcre on tit(- o_crtte laver it-ill their lit-
identical in character, thuttgli out in iii lglritude. to those
prei • i,ms/r • discussed f,,r he case of a direct injection tutu the
'rite rate constant for this reaction is 4 X 10 " exp (- 5560/'r)
0110/s, so that for a total particle (Ail density of 10 1 s cm-3
and a temperature 01' 220 K (which are typical for 80-knt
altitude), dissociation of the entire amount will occur in ap-
proximately four minutes. ht all probability, this process will
be accelerated somewhat by photodlssociation,
	
N 2 0 +lit , -2NO 2	(I`tl
with a J•value that we estimate to he of the order of 10 3s 1
Sunilatly, the photodssociation of NO.,
	
NO, +hv-► NO+O	 (13)
which occur "
 with a J-value of 10 -2
 s- I . will dissociate the
NO, ill
	 rxvo minutes. Ille reaction
	
O+NO, - NO+0,
	 (I'1
Will he even taster than the pliotodissociation, owing in the
high Concentrations of atonliC oxygen ( IO i " t , i ;O 1 Icul a) w!
the higher Ati'udes, combined with the very rapid rate
constant fur that reaction (` i .l X 10- 1 = ,ni 3 Is).
Pic precetlii,, discussion shows that the N 2 04 ivili he
concerted to NO on a time scale ul' millwes. Coincident with
the process of plume dispersal, as discussed in Section 11, the
NO will participate in several neutral chemistry reactions (in
addition to those previously described). the main features of
which ate:
NO+hv — N+O 1- 10-` s-1 	 (20,
17
^T
N + 0 2 --• NO + 0 k = 5.5 X 10 -
 12 exp(-3220/T)	 (21)
N+NO-+N 2 +O k=x.2X 10 - " 11 exp(-410/TI
	(22)
These processes are unique to the high-altitude region because
of'( 11 the rapid rate of NO photolysis and (2) the presence of
atonic nitrogen at significant concentrations (10s to 107
C!"11 -3 ). The latter proper!y (it these regions is important
because it provides a natural sink of NO at these altitudes.
Thus, the calculated lifetime of NO tit presence of
106 cm_ j of N is about one day. Obviously this tittle is short
Compared to the tithe requircd for the NO to diffuse out of
the region to Iower altitudes. which is of the order of weeks
(see Secti-Mi II). It (011ows. therefore, that a high-altitude
injection of NO will be much less effective. in terms of final
NO„ concentrations achieved. than the corresponding injec-
tions directly tit stratosphere. Since ice have alread'v shrnvit
that the clirec • t .stratosnheric byections art ,
 not harnfiil, the
input n, the strato.%phere of injections at higher altitudes is
even less el "t-five.
Another consequence of the presence of NO will he the net
local production of odd atomic oxygen, as opposed to the
catalytic destruction predominant at lower altitudes. The
difference arises front the fact that it high altitudes the Oa
concentration is relatively low (so that 0 3 + NO is slow),
whereas hush J and [tip are high. Thus, the rate of production
of atonic Oxygen by the reactions written above e-sceeds Jhe
rate of catalytic destruction of oe. , oxygen by NO,,.
By way of summary, we have concluded that ( I ) N204
injected at a high altitude will he lat,r i ; destroyed before it
reaches the stratosphere. and (_') these will he a transitory
locali/ed net production of odd ox% .-gen. Because of the
tempofary and locate/ed nature of the production of' atomic
Oxygen. no practical or harmful consequences are expected to
occur.
F. NO, Ion Chemistry
The terminology used when disct , ssing the upper atmo-
sphere reflects the subject matter. Ihscussions of neutral
chemistry refer to the 50 to 90 kill and 90 to 120 kill regions
of the atntuspliere as the mesosphere and thermosphere,
rellecting the ambient temperature as the distinguishing
characteristic. Overla pping this region is the ionosphere which
starts at 60 kilt and extends upw • atd. This reflects the elevated
concentration of ions that lirst become significant at 60 kilt.
Our purpose in this section is to summarize briefly the
significant properties u( the natural ionosphere, and to
describe the perturbations to be expected as a result of the
propellant release. We will he concerned only with the
U-region, which extends Irons 00 to 90 kilt. and the E-regrun,
which extends front 90 to 120 kilt,
In the U-region, ionization results almost exclusively from
photmoni/ation of naturally-occurring NO by the Lymana
line at 12 15 A.
	
NO+Iw-• NO* +e	 (23)
U = 5 X 10 -7 at zero opti-al depth ►
With an ionization potential of only 9.25 eV, corresponding to
1340 A. NO is the only atmospheric constituent that cat, be
ioni/ed by this radiation. Shorter wavelengths do not pone.
trate to these levels. Although NO' is the major primary ion
)mined tit U-region, it is not the dominant ion at all
altitudes in this region because other ions are pr,rduct,i by
secondary, change transfer reactions leading mainly to
hydrated protons, 1101,0)x, and hydrates of NO +. The NO+
tends to be more dominant near the top of the D-region.
whereas the hydrated ions become relatively more prevalent at
lower altitudes ( Ref. 35).
Above 90 kilt, in the 1•:-region, radiation of shorter wave-
length is present, and photoionizat,un of 0 2 becomes the
dominant process (h-swever, photoiuni/.ation of N, is also
important):
02 +hv(N<1027 n)-0Z +e 	 (24)
NevertheleFs, NO' conrinues to be a major ion in the E-region
because it is hunted rapidly by such charge exchanges as:
	
OZ +NO -E NO' +02
	(25)
The steady-state concentration of any given ion, in eitin.,
region, is determined by the balance between the rates of
production and the rates of destruction of that particular ion.
Production niechanisnts are direct photoioni/ation by sunlight.
and charge exchange font other ions. The major loss ntecha.
nisnis are charge exchange to other species and I for poly'-
atomic ions) dissociative recombination with electrons:
0;+e-• 0+0
	 (26)
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Sing t hututunr/auun of NO is the nlalor source ill' ion
pn)duction in the U-layer, the density of charged particles will
he increased in that region during the period of time ul which
the concentration of the dispersing NO cloud is comparable to
or greater than the ambient NO concentration, which is in the
range of 10'7 to 10" crn- 3 . Based on our plume dispersal
calculations, these concentrations will be maintained only for
about one day following release.
The increase in the charge(] particle density can be
calculated from the following steady•state equation:
J11' I1 
= Aphotoion)[NO( - a(NO' I (ej = 0
where (eI is the electron concentration, Aphotoion) is the
rate coefficient for photoionization of NO, and a is the rate
coefficient for dissociative recombination of the ion-electron
pair. Since (NO' I = (eI , %ve have
11INOI/t/2
At zero optical depth. A photoion) is 5 X 10 - 7 s _ t - decreasing
to about 10 - ° s t at 00 kill ( Ref. 36). The quantity a is
S X 10" cnl a /s at :20 K ( Ref. 35).
In the F-region. the effect of added NO in increasing the
ion density will be somewhat less important, owing to the tact
that photoionization of O Z and N 2 , rather than NO, is the
major source of ion production in that region. Relative
phowionization rates for NO compared to O, and N, in the
E-region show that ambient NO accounts for u ',^, or less of the
total photounizarton rate ( Ret. 35). Thus, I follows that a
significant increase in charge density will occur only when the
added NO is about two orders of magnitude greater than the
anloient NO, i.e., greater than 10 4 to 10 10 cnl- 3 . This
condition dues not prevail for any signiCicant perio-.t of tinge
following release.
NO i ll the F-layer will also have the effect of depleting the
densities of other ions such as OZ and N2, since, as already
mentioned, these species undergo change-transter reactions
with NO:
NZ+NO->N2+NO'	 (27)
To sun( larize. addition of NO to the ionospheric region
will ( I ) result in increases in the ion density, and (') change
the relative ionic composition Mimi the concentration of
added NO is greater than that of the natural atmosphere.
However, as shown tit Section II, the latter condition prevails
only for a short i nle, and only on a localized basis. When fully
nuxed. the added NO concentrations are inconsequentially
small compared to the ambient levels. At the present time. the
transitory effects occurring oil a localized basis are not known
to pose any threat to atmospheric stability, nor to produce
any effects of a harmful of deleterious nature.
V. Fluorine in the Atmosphere
A. Background
This chapter deals with the atmospheric injection of a
propellant that contains fluorine. principally as F 2 . The
magnitudes of the pertubations to the stratospheric ozone
layer end the mesospheric/therniu)spheric ion content are
based on a detailed consideration of fluorine and other neutral
and ion chemistries.
Over 1.0 X 10 5 metric tons (1.7 X 10 5 tuns) of fluorine
were used in the manufact tire c f 6.9 X I0 5 metric tons (7.t, X
10 5 tons) of chlorotluuromethanes(t:' ls)worldwideIn 1973
(Ref. 37). About KI'I of- this was manufactured for aerosol
propellant uses that would bring about a short-term release of
the CFMs to the atmosphere. While chlorine front this and
oth-rr sources has beer extensivel y investigated and modeled
for its eifect on the chemistry of the stratosphere, fluorine has
been largely ignored. Preliminar y niodek of stratospheric
fluoride chemistry have been made b y Rowland and Molina
IRef. 38) and Stolarski and Rundel (Ref. 3 0il-Tkw are nu
detailed models that have attmmpted to describe am pertu•ba-
tions to the arnhient concentrations of the nlesosph-^re by the
injection of halogen-containing species.
Rowland arid Molina paint out .hat F an i FO can react
with odd oxygen 10( 3 P) and 0 1 I ill a nlannLT analogous to
chlorine:
F+O.3 — FO+0,	 (101'
FO+O—F+02
	
(13)
However, the y en:nhasi/e the di;ferences in rates of reaction
and energetics of these two halogens. Vrincipally with regard
to abstraction reactions of F with CH, :!nd H 2 (H atom
abstraction from 11 2 0 was neglected.) On this hasis they
predict that. relative to Cl, rerr little othl o.r_l cell will ht
3 All reaet,on number % in On% chapter are consistent with t ahles 9 an,l
ld.
'r
r
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destrovecl bel0re Fis converted to IIF. They fur: er point out
that the HF molecules formed are very strongly bonded (bond
dissociation energy = 135 kcal mule - 1 1, and there ore are not
subject to Oil radical attack. Also. HF does not photo-
dissociate at a significant rate in tire 11100 to 22JU A region.
Thus, they concluded that, although the stratospheric concen-
trations of FX and ('IX resulting front CFM dissociation will
be cemparaNe, the FO, reaction chain removing 0 3 call
disregarded relative to the CIO,, chain.
Stolarski and Rundel (Ref. 39) continued in this area by
generating a simple but incomplete model of stratospheric
fluorine chemistry based on the following reactions:
F + 0 J -•F0+02
F+H, — [IF +11
F + CH  — HF + CH3
IIF+lip — H+F
FO+0-•F+02
FO+NO—F+NO2
FO+03—F+_'O_
HF+0('D)-• Oil +F
Using available experimental and estimated reaction rate data.
they calculated that the catalytic efficiency of fluorine, for
ozone destruction. is less than that fur chlorine by at least four
orders of magnitude. Hence, they concluded that catalytic
ozone destructi. a due to fluorine is negligible relative to that
due to chlorine and further that, since hydrugen-hearing
compounds are presets: at parts-per-million levels. HF forma-
tion will not cause sign;l'i.ant RH compound depletion at
stratospheric FX concentrations below parts-per-billion levels.
Recently. several groups of irtvestigato;s have endeavored to
measure present-day fluorine profiles in the stratosphere.
Lander, et al., (Rei. 40) measured hydrofluoric acid in the
upper stratosphere, and reported a value for the mixing ratio
Of ^-3 X 10 -1 0 above ,S kilt. Based on their ground and
halloos-borne observations, they estimate over 50% of the
atmospheric HF is above 25 kilt. Mon, et al., (Ref. 41 ) utilized
balloons and aircraft-bonne filter samplers to determine fluor-
ide levels during all four seasons at altitudes of 15 to 40 kill.
The average of the observed mixing ratio values ( v/v) ranged
front 1.5 X10- 1 I at 17 km, to 1.1 X 10 - t ° between 25
and 37 km. The data showed considerable variability (a factor
of 2 ) at all altitudes above 17 kill. More recently. Fanner and
Raper (Ref. 42) used the Jet Propulsion Laboratory Higlt-
Speed Interferometer in a balloon-borne gondola to measure
HF and the ratio of HF to HCI. In the 14 to 38 kill region,
they oiaained a ratio of 0.1 ±50:x,. The HF profile as a
flmctior. of altitude is illustrated in 11g. IS (Ref. '43).
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Fig. 18. Profile of the HF Mixing Ratio in the Atmosphere
d. Approach
Atmospheric modeling is immensely complex, involving
such factors as horizontal and vertical transport, solar radia-
tion, known and estimated constituent concentrations and
fluxes, known and estimated reaction rates, and others. Several
such models have been generated for chlorine to predict the
impacts of increased atmospheric CIX (CIX = HCl + CIONO 2 +
CIO + CI) from CFltfs and from the Space Shuttle exhaust
effluent. In using such models, an amount of CIX is assumed
to be injected, and the resultant change in ozone levels is
predicted based oil efficiency with which the CIO X (CI +
('10) catalytically destroys odd oxygen.
To assess the effects of the fluorine injection. we have
taken advantage of the analogy to chlorine. The first step was
to tabulate the heats of formation of relevant species, a^ listed
in Table 9. A comprehensive set of stratospheric reactions that
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Table 9. Heats of formation for key species Table 10. Reactions considered for the fluorine model
Species	 a//, (298 K) W1,
r
- Reaction kcal Continent or footnote
F:	 19 mole-1
F 2	 0 • F2 + b y - P + F 38 Dominant Initiation
'
fit	 -65.3
process
I'2 .O	 F + FO -14.6 a
10	 26 1.- 2 + 	 F+HF -98.4 a
F0 2
	3 1:2 + NO -- FNO + 1 . -18.0 Possibly an important
0	 59,6 initiation process
s i •F + 0 3 • FO + 0 2 -27.1 Odd oxygen destruc-
0 2
	 tion and 10 generation
0 3	 34.1 •F + 02 + M -- F0 2 + %f -16 Ma). r 10, formation
0 1 1)	 104.8
inechanisin
4. + If
	 -- HF + If -32.2 b
yw-' If	 52.1 •F, + 11 2 0 -- Ill	 + OH -17.2 b
r ` H2	 0 •F + ('114 -- III	 + CH; -33.2 b
J
^.. O{ i	 9.3 F+II O	 -•IIF+HO2	 2	 2 -109.5 a
t
7
F + 110 2 -- HI M + 02 -89.3
;.:
€?•i'
If0	 5
1 + HNO 3 -- III . + NO 3 -35 a
v ^-
H2O -57.$ IIF	 b y -•I . + H 136.4 Unimportant strato-
1 1 2 0 2 	-32.6 spheric process: low
..f , photon flux at relevant
' NO	 21.6 wavelengths.	 Important
above 80 km: L%n,an-a
-'` NO2	 7.9 Photolysis
,
NO3 	17 •HF +01 1 1)) -• F +OII -11.2 Dominant strata-
sphere 111	 sink: rrgrn-
•1•	 •"' NO F	 -15.4 t`rail's active fluorinl
IINO 3
	-32.3 HF + Oil	 F + H 2 O 17.2 Unimportant: slow reac-
(	 a
CH 3
	 3.2
tion rate
^J HI +Oil (s' , 3 2) -• F + If 20 Exothermic: possibly an(-114
	
-17,9 important process
C11 30	 3.9 1.0 + hi--• I . + O 52.6 d: pn babl y ununpurtanr
IfOF	 -23.5 relative to other { 0F>' mechanisms9	 x.
('113 00	 T6.7 FO + FO	 I + F + 0 2 -14 Unimportant at low POx
v	 t.::. concentrations
1'0 + 0 - I + 0 2 -66.6 Loss mechanism for odd
: involve	 fl,wrine-containing	 species (FX = liF.	 F,	 FO,	 FOZ, oxygen
110F, and NOF) was then assembled (Table 10), from which 10+03 -F+02+O,
f-0+0
-14.1 c
ewere	 chosen	 those	 reactions	 (Table	 Ill
	
judged	 to be im- -• 10	 +O3	 2	 , -57.1
:r portatit.	 Figure	 1 1 )	 st1nini ari7es the	 resulting fluorine cl)eniis- •FO + NO ,
 F + NO 2 -20,7 d
" try.	 These	 reactions were. in turn, used to	 formulate two 1:0+11- II
	
+o
-83.8 important p rocess in
 possible chemical models ( I and 11). whereby the injection of the upper mesosphere
fluorine into the stratosphere would result in the destruction FO + 11 2
 -- fiF +OH -90.0 .1 and c
of	 odd	 oxvgen.	 A	 set	 w	 analytiC
	
expressions was	 then FO + 11,0	 • Ill : + HO, -28.5 d .end edeveloped
	 that describes the catalytic efficiency with which `ts:
FO x
 destroys Odd oxyeen at Steady state. Using the chlorine FO+('ll	 - fIF+('If O4	 3 -69.5 Jan.:r
reactions listed in Table	 I Z. all 	 analytic expression 1'0 + H 2 02 -- HF + Of  + 0 2 -49.4 a
was	 then	 developed
	
to	 desciihe	 the	 steady-state	 catalytic FO + If0 2 - III : + 0 3 -62.2 a
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Reaction
	
Reaction No.
F 2 + ht, --1: +1: (9)
F+0 3 -• FO+0 2 (10)
F+0 2 +M-F02 +M (11)
F+Rif -	 Ill	 +R (12)
1:0+0- I. +0 2 (13)
1 :0+NO-F + NO2 (t4)
FO+ Rif -• [IF +RO (15)
1 :0+0 3 --1 : +20 2 (16)
1 . 0 + 0 3 - 1 :0 2 + 0 2 ( 171
102 + 03 -- FO + 20 2 (18)
10 2 +0--1:0+0 2 (19)
1 :02 + R11 -- H1: + R0 2 (20)
HI	 + 0( 1 1)) -- F + Ito (21)
R I I = H 2 O, ('114 , 112
R H = H 2O, H 2 . CH4
Fig. 19. Schematic diagram of the stratospheric fluorine model
Table 10 (contd)	 Table 11. Remotions and numbering system used In
stratospheric fluorine n 
efficiency for the C'IO \ destruction of odd oxygen. The
analytic expressions for FO,, and CIO, were then compared to
estimate the relative efficiencies of the two ort,d-oxygen
scavengers. Thus, making use of explicit perturbation predic-
tions from one-dimensional models for chlorine, the effect of
fluorine can be assessed.
Subsections C and D show the steady-state expressions that
have been devised to describe the catal y tic destruction of odd
oxygen by chlorine and fluorine, respectively. These analytic
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AH,
Reaction	 kcal
mole 1
Coninnenl or footnote
1 :0 + 01 4 -• HOF + C11 3 	+1.6 d and f
- 1 :0 + H 2 O - 1101: + 11	 +2.6 d and f
FO+ 14 2 - 1101 : +Oil	 +17.6 d
FO + H 2 O 2 -• HOF + 110 2 	-11.9 d
FO + 1102 -- Hol : + 02 	-54.5 d
F02 + by - FO +0	 82.6 d probably wnimpm-
tant relative to other
10 2 loss mechanisms
.. '1:02+0-•1:0+02	 -36.6 e
Ottt X1:02+03--1:0+02+02	 -11.1 C
F02 + f1 2 -- HI : + 110 2 	-63.3 B
10 2 +H 2 0--111 : +0 2 +011	 -1.2 8
:^ •	 1:02 + ('ti,z -- H1 : + ('H 300	 -43.7 9
^.	 ,. 1:0	 + 11 20 2- HI +O	 +HO	 -30.7zz	 z R
_}.	 F02 + 110 2 -- Hl + 02 +0,	 -73.3 B
10 2 + 1lNO3 -• H1 : + -j	 + No 	 -19.0 9
F02 +11 2 --11I : +11+0 2 	-15.9 9
_ 102+('114-HF+('113+02	 -16.9 K
" 102 + NO --1 :0 + NO 2 	9.3 d and t
1 p2 + NO — FNO + 0 2	 -39.8
102 + H — HI : + 0 2	 -10.2 Important process in
t the niesophere
,. *Denotes an important reaction.
t at'nimportant due to low nonlluorine reactant concentratio-
hSignificant loss mechanism for active fluorine.
'Possibly significant tnechanko, for odd oxygen destruction.
d lnhibits odd-o\%gen destruction.
'Possibly significant loss mechanism for active fluorine: (see Section V).M .
t'Although .11/ appears to indicate that the reaction is endothermic and
therefore slow, the magnitude of the voce. tainties in the heals of for-
mation of 10. 1 :0 2 , and 1101	 are such that the reaetionS Could at least
" be thermoneutral thus possibly allowing the reactions to proceed at a
significant rate.
KWill	 decrease	 FO	 catalytic	 efficiency	 if 10 2 	loss mechanism is
fa'
x
significant.
Table 11. Reactions and numbering system used In
stratospheric chlorhle model
Reaction	 Reaction No.
CI+0 3 --CIO+02 (1)
CI0+0-.CI+02 (2)
('10+NO--CI+NO, (3)
CI+Rif --HCI+R (q)
HCI + Oil -- Cl + 11.0 (5)
CIO + NO 2
 "I -- CIONO 2 +.%1 (6)
CIONO 2 + ltv -- ('10 + NO 2 (7)
Rif = 11 2 - C lt,y, 1102
Steady-state expressions for 10 1., (CIO]. IC'IONO_ ] and
IHC11 call
	 derived:
k 5 (OH) (HCI)
ICI ^.w =
	 ka(RH)	 U)
k 1 (CI) (0 3 1 +./(CIONO 2
 )
[CIO I„ °k.(p)+k3(NO)+kb(NO2)(M) 	 111)
k tP (NO: )(CIO`
	
ICIONO 2 I^. = ----	 (III)
expressions represent the catalytic efficiency after the systems
have attained photochemical steady state. For the case off—
	 k4(CI)(RH)
photochemical equilibrium is reached after the F: has been 	 IHCII = ks(OH)
	
(IV)
completeh nhotolyzed (this takes — I(i hours after injection).
The plume chemistry prior to the attainment of steady-
state conditions is qualitatively described in Subsection G. We
have not developed our own one-dimensional model. where
photochemistry is coupled to parameterized transport in the
vertical direction, because this type of model is inadequate to
describe either the short- or long-term pertmhations caused by
the injection of a pollutant in a plume. Therefore. we calculate
the plun g e volume (FX concentration) as a function of tinle
(see Section 11) and then estimate the steady state ozone
perturbation at a series of' tin g es after the initial injectinu of
the pollutant utilizing the analytical expressions.
C. The Stratospheric Chlorine Model
Atmospheric chlorine has natural as well as anthropogenic
sources. Natural sources include sea spray, volcanoes. and such
others as C11 3 0. Anthropogenic sources include the Space
Shuttle main engines and CFMs. Basic kinetic chlorine models
incorporate all the reactions and photochemical processes that
are considered important in the 0,, 110„, NO„, and CIO,,
SN'statlts.
Although some 10 to 20 reactions involving chlorine-
containing species are used in the model calculations. the basic
reaction scheme can be described by the reactions listed in
Table 12. Using this matrix of reactions, the catalytic
destruction of odd oxygen can be described by an analytic
expression for the rate of odd-oxyt •n destruction, -40 +
03 )/tlt:
-d(O + 03 )
I-t -.--=k1(CI)(03)+A.3(0)(Cl0)- k3(NO)(00)
(A)
Substitution ofexpressions I and 11 into equation (A) yields an
analytic expression that describes the catalytic etficiency of
CIO, in terms of the concentration of the dominant chlorine-
containing species, HCI.
_ rl	 2ktk5(oll)(03)(HCI)	 k2(0)
tit (O” )	 Xka(RH) 	 k:(0)+kr(NO)
(B)
Equation (B) is a key resul(, and will be compared with
analogous equations for fluorine to assess the fluorine effect
Oil ozone. The expression, (B), is the same whether or not
reactions ((t) and (7) are included in the mechanism. The
effect of including these two reactions is to reduce IHCII.
However. the theoretical models show that the ICIONO 2 j /
IHCI I ratio is typically small.
D. The Stratospheric Fluorine Models
Whereas considerable work has been done oil
chlorine chemistry, and there is a consensus as to the principal
aspects of the model, stratospheric fluorine chemistry is nrtich
less certain. Reaction kinetics are known for very few
reactions. In our approach, analytic expressions have been
derived for two possible fluorine models that are consistent
with the available experimental data. These are then evaluated
individually. Two models were used to avoid the complexity
that would result i1 all the possible reactions were incorpo-
rated into a single model.
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Fluorine may conceptually be partitioned into two states.
HF and. FO,r (x = 0. 1, 2). HF is very stable and unreactive.
FO,, can catalytically destroy odd oxygen and hence
ozone.
Our models represent stratospheric fluorine neutral chernis-
try using the most important reactions and the best reaction
rate data available. The point of the models is to determine
how much of the fluorine remains as FO ., (destroying odd
oxygens) once equilibrium is reached.
Since the factor determining the magnitude of odd-oxygen
destruction is the partitioning of F as HF and FO,. the key
factors in generating the models are those reaction rates that
affect either [tie hydrogen abstraction reactions (FO,, + Rif
 + RO x
 l or those reaction ,, that ^:ontpete with hydrogen
abstraction reactions.
I. Fluorine model (1). A distinguishing feature of this
model is that the FO, radical is fornw-d only via the F + O, +
M reaction ( I I ), and is not a product of the FO + 0 3 reaction.
It is assumed that the dominant channel in the FO+ Oj
reaction results in the formation of atomic fluorine and
molecular oxygen (16) rather than the FO B radical and
molecular oxygen (17). Model II differs in this respect, as will
be seen. The present reaction system can be written:
F,+hv-F+F	 (r))
	
F+O 4 -C FO+O Z 	(10)
I
	
F+O:+M-•1:O^+y1
	 (l)
	
F+Rif -U HF+R	 (12)
O+FO — F+O,	 (I3)
	
NO+FO -E NO, +F	 (14)
	
RFi+FO — IIF+RO
	 (15)
	
O;+FO—F+_'O.	 (16)
FO, +O 1 ^FO+20,	 (lti)
	
FO, +O-FO+O,	 (lU)
FO + Rif — IiF + RO `
	(20)
	
HF+001))-► F+Off	 (21)
It will be noted that there are three reactions ( 12, 15, and
20) by which FO, is converted to the inactive reservoir. HF.
The only one of these three reactions definitely known to
occur is (12 ); reactions (15 ) and (20) have been included for
the sake of completeness because they are energetically
feasible, although the rates are unknown (see Table 13 ). In our
assessment, several possible values of the rate constant for
reaction (15) will he considered to illustrate the effect of this
reaction in reducing the catalytic efficiency of fluorine.
Reaction (20), which has a similar effect, will not be
incorporated explicitly into the analytic expressions, since to
do so would introduce needless complexity into the algebraic
relationships. This is equivalent to assuming that k_„ = 0,
which gives it worst casc evaluation of the fluorine impact on
ozone. That is, if k, o
 is in fact finite, then fluorine will be
even less efticient for ozone destruction.
In our proposed reaction systems, the only mechanism by
which the in: rtive HF is converted to one of the active foints
of FO B is reaction of HF with electronically excited oxygen
atoms ( 0 1 1)). Photolysis of HF in the stratosphere is an
unimportant process, and thus is not considered in our model.
However, photolysis becomes significant in the mesosphere
and thermosphere (see later discussion). The onh • additional
process that might convert FIF to atomic fluorine at a
significant rate is:
HF+OH(v";,t2)- 11,0+F
This reaction, and its implications on stratospheric fluorine
chemistry, are discussed in Subsection F of this Section.
The net rate of odd oxygen removal for Model I can be written:
-djO x ] -ctIO+Oj
dt	
= -- Jt— _ = k10(F)(03) +k1 3(0)(FO)+k1e(FO)(0{)
k r4 WO) (NO)+k is (FO,)(0 )+k t r(FO`)(0)
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Table 13. Experimental values for fluorine reaction rata constants
 _ 1	Temperature,Reference
	 Rate constant/cm 3 molecule -
 s	 k	 Footnote
H+F 2 -- III +H
Albright, Dodovov, Lavrovskaya.
Morzov and Fal'roze. 1969
( Rot'. 44)1
Rabideau, Hecht and Lewis, 1972
(Rot'. 45)
PTCferled value
F,+NO-NOF+F
Rapp and Johnston, 1960 ( Ref. 46)
hint, Maclean. and Valance, 1972
(Ret'. 47)
Preferred value
F+03-F0+02
Wagner. T.eizsch and U arnatz.
1972 1 Rot'. 48)
F+02 +31- 1:0,+M
Zetzsch, 1973 (Ref. 49)
Arutyunov, Popov and Chaikin,
1976 (Ref. 50)
Chen, Trainor, Center and Fyfe,
1977 (Ret. 51)
Preferred value
1 :0 + FO -- 21 . + O,
Wagner, Zetzsch and Warnatz,
1972 (Ref. 48)
Clyne and Watson, 1974 (Ret'. 52)
Preterred value
f+H,-HF+H
Homann. Soloman. 11'arnatz.
Wagner and Zetzsch, 1970
(Rot'. 530
Dodcn ov, Lavrovskaya, ltorozov
and Tal'roze, 1 0 71 ( Rot. 54)1
Foon and Red, 1971 (Ref. 55)
Bozzelli, 1972 (Rol. 56)a
Kompa and %fanner. 1972 (Ref. 57)
(2.0 t 0.16) X 10-10 exp(-1262 - 100/T)
(4.2 1 0.3) x 10-12
2.4 x 10-10 exp(-1262/T)
1.0 x 10-12 exp (- (757 t 50)/T)
7.8 x 10-15
None
2.8 X 10-1 1 cxp(-226/7')
5.2 x 10' 34
 oxp(656/T), SI = He
(7 + 2) X 10-33 0111 6 1nojecule-2s 1, %I = He
(1.4 ± 4) x 10 -32 C111 6
 molecule -2 s 1 , DI = N2
(5.4 t G.6) x 10 -33 cm 6 molecule- 2s 1. 6l = He
11.5 t 0.3) X 10-32 Cm b molecule-2^ 1 1I = O,
(2.5 t 0.5) x 10' 30 C111 6 11101C'CUIC -2s 1 , M = HI:
(5.0 t 0.6) X 10 -33 cm 6 molecule-2s 1, ht = F2
1.25 X 10-33 c\p(656/'F), SI = N2
3.3 x I0-11
(8.5±2.8)X 10-12
1.5 X 10-11
2.63X 10' 10
 e\p(-805/T)
1.77 x 1011
13.0 t 1.0) X 10-11
8.05 x 10-11 esp(-12431T)
(2.5 t 0.7) X 10-11
6.3 x 10-11
294 to 565
300
194 to S65
	
a
195 to 298
-325
253 to 365
272 to 362
293
293
298
298
298
298
272 to 362	 c
298
•8
298
	 d
300 to 400
298
293
253 to 348
-297
298
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Table 13 (contd)
Reference
	
Rate constant/cm 3 molecule-IS-1	 Temperature,	 Footnote
Rabideau, Hecht and Lewis, 1972
(Ref. 58)a
Clyne, McKenny and Walker, 1973
(Rut'. 59)
F+H,--111 +H
Igoshin, Kulal.ov and Nikitin,
1974 (Ref. 60)
Lam Thank My, Peron and
Puget, 1974 ( Ref. 61)
Preferred value
F+ H 2 O HF + OH
Zetzsch, 1971 (Ref. 62)
F + 014 HF + CH3
Fettis and Knox, 1964 (Ref. 63)
Foan and Reid, 1971 (Ref. 55)
Wagner, Warnatz and Zetzsch, 1971
(Ref. 64)
Kompa and Wanner, 1972 (Ref. 57)
Clyne, McKenney and Walker, 1973
(Ref. 59)
Pollock and Jones, 1973 (Ref. 65)
Preferred value
(6.6 ± 1.7) x 10-12 293
(2.5: 509:) x 10 -11 298
1.55 x 10-10 exp(-544/T) 195 to 296
2.5 X 10- 11 296
2.3 x 10-12 300
2.0 x 10-10 200 to 400	 e
2.0 X 10 -11 exp(-200/1')
2.0 x 10-10 exp (-609JT)
6.6 x 10-11 exp(-930/1')	 .253 to 3,18
5.5 x 10-10 exp(-579/'F)
	
298 to 450
7.9 x 10- 1 1	 298
7.1 x 10-11	 298
6.0 x 10-11	 300
al x 10 -10	 298
7.5 x 10-11
	
298
1.i.
r :
1!
'The two values reported for k1300 K) are in fair agreement. Therefore, the preferred Arrhenius expression reflects the mean of the
rate Constants at 300 K, and the activation energy reported by Albright, el al. (Ref. 44).
1iThese two values differ by an order of magnitude at 300 K. and would probably be in even worse agreement at stratospheric tem-
peratUTCS. However, this reaction is only important in determining the rate of removal of F 2
 (assuming that the rate of this reaction
is comparable to J9 ), not the catalytic efficiency of FO,
cThe preferred value is based upon three factors: (a) the average of the three determinations of klle (^-300 K) 5.7 x 10 -33 ; (b) the
ratio of the third body efficiencies reported by Arutyunov et al. (Ref. 50) kN2: k lie = 2; and (,,) the assumption that the activation
energy is not dependent upon the identity of the third body, E o (N 2 ) = Ea f He) = value reported by Zetzsch (Ref. 49).
d Although the value of k(FO + FO) reported by Clyne and Watson (Ref. 52) was obtained in a more direct manner than that of
Wagner et al. (Ref. 64) and as such is less susceptible to error due to the presence of complicating secondary reactions and thus
would normally be preferred. The value to be recommended in this assessment is a weighted average of the two studies,
'The value at 300 K seems to be fairly well established as (2.5 • 1-5)X 10-1 1 ; however, the values reported for E/R are somewhat
more scattered (544 to 1243 K). Therefore, it was assumed that l 2 X 10-10 and • h-n E/R was calculated to yield a value of
2.5 x 10 -1 1 at 300 K.
t The preferred value was derived from the data of Wagner et al. (Ref. 64), Kornpa and Wanner ( Ref. 57), Clyne ct al. ( Ref. 59), and
Pollock and Jones ( Ref. 65).
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=k1111F)(0;)+(FO) ;k13(0)+k16(03)- k14(NO)l
l	 (C)
'	 +(FOz' ^ k 1s 10 .1 )+A. (0)I
Using a steady-state analysis, wNch will be valid at long times (discussed in detail later), the following equalities can be derived:
[F) -k21(HF)(Oil))+(FO)Ik11(0)+k14(NO)+k1e(OA
	 (V)
	
sy	 k11,(0,)+k11(O,)(NI)+k1t(Rif)
fF0(	 k10(F)(0 )+k1^(FOz)(03)+k19(F02)(0) 	 (VI)3-	
----
_	
_. --- -----
kt.001+k14(NO)+kt5(RH)+k1e(03)
ktt(0,)(M)(F)
	 (VII)(FO" 
l ', k 1x(03)+k19(0)
k 12 (F) (RH) + k 1 s (FO) (HF )
(HF(^^ _--	 (Vlll)
k.1(01D)
Substitution yields:
-r1[0 +0 ; (	 k21(or1))(111');k10(03)+k11(0,)(M)^ 12k13(0)+2kIh(03)+k15(RIDJ
	
- d — _	 (D) kj5(RH)Ik10(03)+k11(O,)(hi)J +kt2(RH)^k13(0)+k14(NO)+kI5(RH)+k10(03)1
It is useful to reduce equation D to a simpler form which represents the worst case (maximum possible efficiency) for the
destruction of odd oxygen by FON.
The Worst case: This occurs if the removal of FO by Rif (Rif = 1120. ('1( 4 , I1-. or :my other If containing species) is slow, i.e..
k j5 =0.
-,! [0 ti (	 '-k21(01D)(I1F) IA- 1olOr1+.11(0,)(111#X
	
ik1.1(t^t+^1;.(03)	 (F)
	
- _ --	 —--- -- --=- - -- ---- ---	 --- -------
	
dt	 k12(RH)	 {•13(0)+k14(NO)+k 16 (O1q
Important analogies between the chlorine arid fluorine systems become apparent upon comparison of equations (B) and IE).
Quantitative comparisons are made in Subsection F. to assess the absolute catalytic efficiency of fluorine for the destruction of
odd oxygen.
2. Fluorine model (11). This model differs from the previous one in that it is assumed that the dominant channel for the FO
and O ; reaction is production of FO, + 0, (17) rather than F + 20. (16). Again. in the derivation of an anal y tic expression for
-il(0 + 0 3 Wt. we assume for the sake of simplicity that k, 11 (170, + Rif	 III : + RO, ) - 0. The reaction scheme can be written:
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F2 +hv- F+F
F+0 3 CFO+O2
F+02+MyFO2+M
v r-.
Y
..' O+FO-F+O2
Y
.': NO+FO -+NO +F
RH+FO - HF+RO
ur:
03 + FO - FOz + 02}	
5,
a
FO. + 0 -+ FO + 20
'w FO  + O -+ FO + 02
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(I5)
(17)
(18)
(19)
HF+O(ID)—OH+F
The equations and steady state concentrations that describe this reaction scheme can be written:
-d(O, )t
dt =k10(F)(03)+(FO) I k 13 (0)+k i^ (0 3 )- k14 (NO) +(FOz) Ik18(03)+k1v(0)t
k 2 1 (0' D) (HF) + (FO) I k13(0)+k14( NO)l
[F, "	 k10(03)+ k11(02)(M) + k12(RH)
k1D(F)(03)+k18(FO-2)(03)+ kj9(FO2) (0)
^FO^ss-	 k13(0)+k,4!Iv0)+k15(RH)+kl'7(0;)
k 11 (F)(02 ) (m) t k1 7(03) (FO)[FO 2 ] s, =-- k18(03)+k19(0) ---
k12(F)(RH)+k15(FO)(RH)
k21(OID) ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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(21)
(F)
.3
(IX)
(X)
(XI)
S
(XII) t
Therefore, by combining these equations, the following expression for -d(O X Ndt is obtained:
-d(OX) k,,(OtD)(HF) 1k10(03)+klt(OZ)(M),t 12kI3(0)+kts(RH)+ 2k17(OA
dt	 k
IS	 10 3
(RH) ;k (O )+k 
II 
(O 2 )(M)I +k 12 (RH) Ik 13 (0)+kl5	 14(RH)+k (NO)I
The worst case occurs when k 1 5 = O, which simplifies to:
-d(O X ) 2k 21W D)(HF ) lk10(03) + k,1 (02)(M)l 1k 13(0)+ k17 (03)1
dt	 ----k12(RH)	
_ X;k13(1	 14(NO)
This equation is discussed in Subsection F in terms of the absolute catalytic efficiency of FOX.
3. Summary of worst case equations for the fluorine models. This situation occurs when both k 15 (FO + RH) and k 2 o(FO +
RH) are assumed to be zero. Therefore, -d(O + 0 3 Udt can be written:
Model (1):
2k21(OID)(HF);k10(03)+k11(02)(M)lx 	 Ik13(0)+k16(03)f
	 (E)k 12 (RH)	 1k13 (0)+k14(NO)+k16(03)1
Model (ll):
2k21 (01D)(HF)Ik10(03) +kt1(02)(M )l	 1k13 (0)+k17(03 )1
k12 (RH)	 X k13 (0)+k 14 (NO)	 (I^'
These expressions are similar, the only difference arising from the relative importance of reactions (16) and (17). Both of these
reactions refer to the FO + 0 3 reaction, but give different products (F and F02), respectively.
E. Evaluation of Rate Constants for Key Fluorine
and Chlorine Reactions
The rate constants that have been experimentally determined for the key fluorine and chlorine reactions are summarized in
Tables 13 and 15 respectively. Table 14 summarizes our es!imates for "lose fluorine reaction rate constants that have not been
determined experimentally. These rate constants are needed in Subsection t = to evaluate the relative efficiencies of CIO,, and FOX,
which are predicted fro..; (he analytic expression derived in Subsections C and D.
Notes accompany each table to explain our selection of the preferred values.
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Table 14. Estimates of rate constants for those stratospheric
fluorine reactions IscifIng experimental data
Rea uun Rate constant/cm2l-I	 _ 1
molecule	 s Footnote
0+1:0-. 1 : +02 S 	 10-11 a
NO+10--F+NO2 2x 10 -11 a
03 +10--F+20 2 ?x 10 -11 (i) b
2 x 10-12 (ii)
10" 13 (iii)
10-15 (iv)
0 (v)
03 +1010 2 +0 2 S x	 10 -11 (i) b
2 x 10-12 (ii)
10-13 (.iii)
10-15 (iv)
0 (v)
FO+ Rif — HI : +RO 0 (i) c
10-11 iii)
10-13 (fill
10-15 (iv)
1 :0 2 + 03
 -- FO + 20 2 5 X	 10-11 (i) d
10-12 00
10' 15 (iii)
0 (iv)
102 , .7 1:0 + 0 2 5 X 10-1 I e
102 +RII— III : +R02 0 1
Ill- +01 1 1))-- of] +I I x 10-10	 g
[IF + ht, --11+I J-- 10-6 	h
(>80 kilt)
P,+ III , —r+F J-5x 10-5	 i
(altitude independent)
H+FO — Ifl : +O 5X	 10-11	 r
I1+1 :02 -- III : +02 S 	 10-II	 k
'These estimates ate probably accurate (2a) to witl.rn a factor of 3 and
are based upon the assumption that the reactivity of 10 with 0(3p)
and NO is similar to the reactivity of both CIO and BrO with 0(3p)
and NO (provisional experimental data supports this assumpti(n). 1•he
analo g ous experimentally determined rate constants for CIO and BrO
are: k 2 (O + ('10) = 5.0 x 10 -11 k 3 (NO + ( -10) = 1.85 X 10 I 1
k(O + BrO) = (3 factor of 3) x 10- 11 and ONO + BrO) = 2.1 x
10 -I1 . These rate constants are expressed in units of cm 3 rnule-
-ule -I s -1 and were measured at -300 K. The temperature depen-
dence of the rate constants for these radical-radical processes is
expected to be small.
hThe 10 + 0 3 reaction has two possible pathways which are exo-
thennic, resultin g
 I„ the production of 1 : + 20 2
 (16) or 102 + 02
117 ► . Although this reaction has not been studied in  simple direct
manner, two studies of complex chemical systems have inferred some
kinetic information about it. Starrico et al.. (Ref. 66) measured
quantum goad, fur ozone destruction in 1 2 /0 3 nu\tures, and attrib-
uted the high values. - 4600, to be due to the rapid regeneration of
atomic fluorine via the 10 + 0 3 -- F + 20 2 reaction (16). However,
their results are probably also consistent with the chain propagation
process being 10 + 10 - 21 : + 0, (tile latter reaction has been studied
twice by Wagner, et al.. 1972; Clyne and Watson. 11974), but although
the value of l I l produced / 1 1 l consumed is known to be close to
unity, it has not been accurately determined). Consequently it is
impossible to ascertain front the experimental results of Starrico et al.,
whether or not the high quantum yields for ozone destruction should
be attributed to the FO + 0 3
 reaction producing either 1 + 20 2 or
10, + 0, (this process is also a chain propagation step if the resulting
10 2
 radical preferentially reacts with ozone rather than with either
1.0 or itself.). Wagner ct al., 1972, utilized a low-pressure discharge
tluw-mass spectrometric system to study the 1 + 0 3 and 10 + 1.0
reactions by directly monitoring the rime history of the concentra-
tions of 1. 10. and 0 3 . They concluded that the 1 . 0 + 0 3 reaction
was unimportant in their system. However, their paper dues not
present enough information to warrant this conclusion. Indeed, their
value of k(FO + I0) of 3 x 10-I I is about a factor of four greater
than that reported by Clyne and 11'atson. 1974, which ntav possibly be
attributed to either reactive impurities bein g
 present in their system,
e.g., 0(21M. or that the 1+0 + 0 3
 reactions (16. 17) were not of negli-
gible importance in their -.tudy. Consequentl), it is not possible to
determine a value of either k 16 or k 1 .r from existing experimental
data. Therefore, in our assessment of the Catalytic eff cienc) of 10".
a range of values fu; k 16 and k 17 will be assumed (i thnwgh v'). It is
worth noting that the analogous CIO + 0 3 reactions are extremely
slow (^10 -18
 cm 3 molecule -I s -1 ), and only all limit of 9 X
10 -14 has been set for k(BrO +03)
elhere are no experimental data for these reactions. Thus, it is diftiCUlt
to estimate the like[\ nt. ,:nitude of these reaction rate constants.
Some analogous (10 reactions have been studied and found to be very
slow. e.g.. CIO + li t G 8 x 10 -16 (670 K). CIO +('H 4 d 4 x 10--15
1670 K). These values would correspond to upper limits of -10-21
and 10-19 respecli%%:I% at 230 K (stratospheric conditions). The
fluorine reactions nta) be somewhat faster due to their greater Y\O-
thennicity Idue to the Ill bond being stronger than the HCI bond).
Therefore in this assessment we have adopted a range of values for the
10 + Rif .oe constants to test the sensitivit y
 to these reactions. The
case considered to be most important is that when k 15 is assumed to
Ile zero.
d No experimental data. A reaction that has beer± studied that Can he
considered sontcwltat comparable is 110, + 0 3 . The literature values
for this reaction are in rather pour agreement (especially the \clues of
F.'/R ► , but do agree that it is slow at 300 K with a value of -1.5 X
10- I5 A range of \aloes can he used in the assessment. In the worst
case (where k,0 = 0). it is irrele :int what value of k l8 is used hecause
the only reaction considered 110 2 +03, and 102 +O)'lot" yield the
10 radical as a product. Only when k20 is gi\en a ti.aite value does the
magnitude of k 18 become important.
"The rate constant for such a radical-atom process is expected to
approach the gas collision frequency. As for k 1 h , ,I.c magnitude of
k 1 y is only important for nonzero values of k 20
f No experimental data for these or any analogous reactions
g Assunied to he comparable to most other O 1 t) reaction rate constants
that approach the gas kinetic collision frequency.
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h Thiv 3 value has been derived based on a estimated value for Mill ) at
1 21.6 wit le\trapolated tram the absorption spectra of 110. Mir and
HI). and the tlu\ of L)man-a radiation. This is the dominant photo-
chemical loss mechanism for III in the upper mesosphere (:80 kilt).
'This 3 value is based on the absorption cross-sections reported for 1-2
(Ref. 67), and the calculated 3 value of 2 X 10-3 s-.1 for C'1 2 . This J
value is almost independent of altitude, as a major portion of the
absorption spectrum is at wavelengths greater than 300 rim.
'These rate constants are expected to approach the gas collision fre-
quency. Important loss processes for active 1 :0, in the mesosphere.
Table 15. Rate constants for reactions In stratospheric
chlorins model
Reaction	 Rate cons tan t /cn1 3 molecule- t+ t
(12 + h, - Cl + Cl	 J -- I x 10-3 S-1
C'1+0 3 -CI0+0 2
	 .7 x 10-11 exp(-257/1')
('10 + 0 -- Cl + 02 	7.7 x 10 -1 1 exp(-130/T)
('10 + NO — CI + NO 2 	1.0 x 10 -1 1 exp(+(200 ± 100)/T)
0 + CH4
 HQ + C11 3
	7.3 x 10-12 exp(-1260/T)
CI + 110 2
 — HCl + 0 2 	3 x 10-11
HCI + Oil — CI + H 2 O	 3.0 x 10-12 exp(-32517)
CIO + NO 2 + M C'IONO 2 + 1t,	 3.3 x 10-23 .1.-3.34
M = N 2
	
1+8.7x 10-9T-0.6,10. s
CIONO 2
 + by -- CIO + NO 2 	J — 3 X 10-5 s-1 (20 km)
— 4.6 x 10_5 s-1 (30 kin)
— 1.9 X 10-4	 1 (40 kin)
— 4.2 X 10-4 s-1 (50 kin)
NO 2 + Ili , — NO+0	 J-5X 10-3 1',-]
F. Assessment of Fluorine Catalytic Efficiency
Table 16 shows some typical values of the concentrations
of atmospheric species that are predicted by the one-
dimensional photochemical models, as a function of altitude.
The values of these concentrations were combined with the
preferred rate constants shown in Tables 13 to 15 to
numerically evaluate values of -d(O + 0 3 )/dt for both the
fluorine (models I and II ) and chlorine systems: The calculated
values of -(](0+ 0 3 )/dt, which are shown in Table 17,
represent the worst ease situation where both k  S and k_ 0 are
assumed to be zero. The different values shown for -d(O+
03 )/dt, (i ) throuOm (v ► , correspond to a range of values for k  6
(model 1) and k r , (model 11) -is indicated in Table 14. Table
18 and Fig. 20 show the ratio of the efficiencies of the
fluorine and chlorine systems, p(FO,)/p(CIO,) = -d(O,)/dt
(fluorine)/-d(O X )/dt (chlorine) on a per molecule basis.
Front Tables 17 and IS it can he seen that the values of
-d1O X 11dt calculated for model If are significantly greater than
those for model 1. The difference in catal y tic efficiencies arises
because in model I, F atoms are continually being recycled by
reaction 16 (FO + 03 F + 20 2 ), and are thus subject to
being rapidly converted to HF via reaction 1 2. In model I1,
this is not the case, because F atoms are not involved in the
cycle that destroys odd oxygen:
FO+0 3 -+ FO 2 +02
	(17)
FO  '} 03 ^ FO + 20 2
	(18
F0 2 + O — FO + 0 2	 (19)
net: F02+0(03)-► F0+02(202)
In both niodels (especially 11) the catalytic efficiency is
greatest for high values of k(FO + 0 3 ). Table 19 shows how
the catalytic efficiency of FO X decreases (especially with
model 11) when the rate constant tier the FO+ Rif reaction
(15) is assumed to be nonzero. This reaction ( 151 provides an
additional route by which active FO X is converted to HF. A
nonzero value for the rate constant of the FO, + Rif ruction
'0) would have a similar effect to that of reaction (151.
Tables 17 and 18 show that even in the worst c-ie, the
catalytic efficiency of CIO, normally exceeds that of FO,.
This difference can be attributed to the greater reactivity of
atomic F, compared to atunti,: Cl, towards RH, and the inert
nature of HF compared to HCI. The only significant loss
mechanism for HF is reaction with electronicall y excited O 1 J
atoms, w'iereas HCI is readily attacked by Off radicals.
producing atomic chlorine. TI. - inert nature of HF. and the
reactive nature of atomic F manifests itself in a lart,,r
percentage of FX being tied up in the form of HF compared to
the percentage of CIX in the form of HCI.
As it is impossible to estimate the most probable values for
the rate constants of the FO + 0 3 (16, 17), FO + Rif (15 ) and
F0 2 + Rif (20) r-actions we shall assess 0:e worst case,
knowing that rte all p robability the true catalytic efficiency of
FO, (especially in n odel 11) is at least a factor of 20 to 400
lower.
Table 20 summarizes the mixing ratios of FX that would
result from a 50-s dump initiated at 43 km (this is referred to
as case (a) in Section II). At times shorter than 10 days, the
concentration of FX caused by propellant dumping is greater
than ambient (see Fig. 3) where a mixing ratio of ^-2.5 X
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T" td. Pndielsd concentrations of atmosphwic species
using a one-dimanslonal model
,atirude, km
Species - -- - - -
20 25 30 35 40 45
M 1.95x to te 8.4x 10 17 3.76x	 10 17 1.72x	 1()17 8.2x 10 16 4.1 x 1016
02 3.9 x 10 17 1.7x 10 17 7.5 x 10 16 3.4 x 10 16 1.6x 10 16 8.2X 101s
0 1 0 5.6 x 10 -1 3.0 1.2 x 10 3.8 x 10 8.4x 10 1.2X	 102
03P 2.0 x 10 6 1.4 x 10 7 6.2 X 10 7 2.4 x 10 8 8.0 X 10 8 2.2 x 109
H 2O 6.8 x 10 12 3.2 x 10 12 1.5 x to" 7.2 :.	 10 11 3.9 x 10 11 2.1
	
x
	 loll
CH4 2.3 x 10 12 ..nX 10 11 3.0 x 10 11 1.I x	 lo ll 4.5x 10 10 1.5x	 1010
H 2 1.3 x 10 12 6.3x 10 11 2.8 x 10 11 1.2 x	 10 11 4.9x 10 10 2.0x 1010
H02 4.9 x 10 7 6.8 x 10 7 8.5 X 10 7 7.8 x lo 7 5.o x 10 7 3.4 x 107
NO 5.8 x 10 8 7.3 x	 lu
ll
9.8 x 10 8 9.7 x lo t; 9.5 x 10 8 6.7 x 10l1
NO2 1.9 x 10 9 3.3 x 10 9 3.6 x 10 9 1_8 x 10 9 4.8 x 10 8 6.0 x 107
0H 1.1 x 106 1.7 x 106 3.0 • x 106 6.3 x 106 1.4 x 107 1.6 x 107
03 4.2 x 10 5.2X 10 12 3.8 y. 10 12 1.8 y 10 12 5.4x 10 11 1.4X	 1011
Temp 218 223 229 234 248 264
10-10
 (v/v) has been observed at 40 knt. Recently (Jamrary
1977), a NASA chlorofluoromet,.a;. assessment workshop
was held to evaluate the stratospheric ozone perturbation
cat.ced by the CFMs- Nine research groups calculated the
steady-state ozone perturbation that would result from the
,:ontinued release of CFMs at the 1)75 rate usin one-
dimensional photochemical mode!s. The steady-state concen-
tration.: of CIX produced from CFM photodissociatinn was -..5
pph and the range of DO ., that was predicted from the models
was 5 to 97.. This assessment assumed that the fluorine
released from the CFMs did not perturb the ozone concentra-
tion. Since this workshop, there has been a redetermination of
the NO + H0 2 y NO 2
 + OH rate constant that results in a
doubling of the predicted catalytic efficiency of CIO,,, i.e., 5
ppb CIX reduces the integrated ozone column by 10 to IM/c.
For this assessment we shall assume that the percentage
reduction in ozone is lineany proportional to the CIX mixing
ratio (this is not strictly true) and that 5 ppb of CIX causes an
i g"'r reduction in the integrated ozone column. Figure 21
shows the results of the NASA CFM perturbation calculation,
and illustrates how the ozone concentration is significantly
reduced at 40 km, but is increased between 20 to 25 km
predominantly due to the "self-healing" effect (because of the
loss of Ozone between 30 to 50 km, more ultraviolet radiation
penetrates to the lower stratosphere, resulting in more
low-altitude production of ozone). The fluorine situation is a
little different from that of chlorine for severai wasons: (a) at
times less than a year, the fluorine resulting froth, a propellant
dump is largely confined to the atmospheric layer in which it
was initially deposited, whereas the chlorine resulting from
CFM photodissociation is all. ost uniformly di , tributed verti-
cally (constant mixing ratio). For the sake of simplicity, we
have assumed that the fluorine 1s well-mixed verticall y . This
will tend to overestimate the a:tual ozone loss by a small
factor ^-(2 to 4). t b) It can be seen from T::ble 17 that the
magnitude of -L/(O,, )Idr in the chlorine model monotonically
increases with altitude, whereas in fluorine model 11 the
converse occurs. Consequently, it is dif ficult to obtain an
accurate value for the catalytic efficiency of FO,, relative to
CIO,, when their relative er:. ;iencies vary with altitude. In this
assessment, the relative efficier, •
_y of FO, compared to ('10. is
that predicted in Table 18 ai ::,c mean altitude of the released
cloud. Table 18 (model 11) shows that p(FO,, )(p(CIO, )
2.1(- 3) at 40 km. After one day, when the plume diameter is
^-100 km, the ozone perturbation within the cloud will be
p(FO,, )Ip(CIO„ ) X ;,(FO,, )/p(CIO,, ) X 607  = 2.1 X 10 - 3 X
2.1(-8),/5(-9) X 60`7 = 0.5 17r. The value of 60% fr.r ozone
reduction at 40 kn1 is taken from Fig. 21. How:ver, the
integrated ozone column will have been reduced by only
«0.151 (due to the self-healing effect at lower altitudes, and
because most of the ozone layer is between 20 and 30 km and
the FOx
 cloud does not penetrate this region). Consequently,
it can be seen that even the short-tern localized perturbation
is small. After one month, the FO,, concentration due to the
propellant dump is only -57 of the background level, and the
ozone perturbation is predicted (worst case) to he <10-4%.
After five years the propellant is expected to be well-mixed.
both horizontally and vertically, resulting in a mixing ratio of
-10-14 (more than 4 orders of magnitude less than present-
day arnhient I. Propellant dumps initiated at slightly lower
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TIIIII 17. C .... • I d _lor !lie -,..In _ OIIJIMI 001_* Ua........ I''wtc ...... II 'I ~s3= o· 
AlI~ 
tude, Modell Mod<I II ao. model 
km 
251b 2.4 ' 10-' . IHFI 4.2 x 10 ... . IHFI 9.2 x 10'" x IHal 
Ii 2.4 x Hr' 1.6 X 10-' 
ill 2.3 • 10-' 7.9 X 10-' 
Iv 7.2 X 10-' 92 x lO-' 
• 1.2 • 10-' 1.2 x 10-' 
3D I 4.S X 10-' 3.6 x 10'" 8.4 x !~ 
Ii 4.S X 10-' U X 10-' 
ill 4.3 X 10-' 6.6 X 10-' 
i. 1.4 . 10-' 1.4 X 10-' 
• 6.0 X 10-' 6.0 X 10-' 
3S I 7.1 • 10'" 2.0 X 10'" S.2 X 11r3 
ij 7.1 X 10'" 8.0 X Hr" 
iii 6.3 X 10'" 3.9 . 10'" 
i. 2.9 x 1000e 2.9 x 10'" 
• 2.7 x 10'" 2.7 x 10'" 
40 I 6.7 x W " 3.0 x 10'" 1.4 X 10'" 
ij 6.7 . 10'" 1.3 x 10'" 
iii S. l x 10'" 1.0 x 10'" 
i. 4.6 x 10'" 4.6 x IIr' 
• 4.6 x 10'" 4.6 x 10"£ 
45 i 4.7 x 10'" 2.7 x 10-' 2.S X 10-' 
ij 4.3 X 10-' U X 10-7 
iii 4.3 x 10'" 4.7 x 10'" 
i. 4.3 x 10'" 4.3 x 10'" 
• 4.3 X 10'" 4.3 X 10-8 
3Calculated y;dues for ~(O + 0l)/dr : worst cascl <k 15 ., *20 • 0) 
bThe~ lower-casc roman numer~ls correspond to the (j) • (v) ra.nge of 
values estimated for the FO + OJ rate constant shown in Table 14. 
altitudes may cause s1ighlly greater ozone reductions because 
p{FO,)/p(CIO,) is a faclor of 20G greater at 30 km than al 40 
k.m. However. even if Ihe calalylic efficiency of FO, were 
equal to thaI of CIO, . the concer,lTalion of FO. resulting from 
a propellant dump would be so low that no significant ozone 
depletion wm.!d result afler the plume had even partially 
dispersed. 
It is conceivable that. besides conversion of HF to active 
FO, via reaction with 0' D. an additional process could be : 
HF + OH(v" > 2)~ H,O + F 
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T ..... 1 .. The,., of n1l'}fllc ....... ~$ 101 ............. 
..... cHDrN .... '. 
Mod<I I Model II 
Altitude, P(FO,l/p(CIO,1 P(FO,I/ptaO,1 km 
2S i" 2.6 X 10-4 4.6 
Ii H x 10'" 0.17 
iii loS x 10-4 8.6 x 10-3 
i. 7.8 x 10'" 1.0 x 10'" 
• 1.3 x 10-' 1.3 x 10-5 
3D H x 10-5 Q.43 
Ii S.4 x 10'" 1.8 x 10" 
ill S.I X 10-5 7.9 x 10'" 
i. 1.7 X 10-5 1.1 X 10-5 
• 7.1 x 10'" 7.1 x 10-' 
3S 1.4 x 1O-~ 3.8 X 10-' 
ii 1.4 x 10"5 U X 10- 3 
hi 1.2 x 10-5 7.S x to-' 
i. S.6 x 10'" S.6 x 10-' 
• S.2 X 10-' S.2 x 10-6 
40 4.8 X 10-' 2.1 X 10-3 
ii 4.8 x 10-' 9.3 X 10-5 
iii 4.1 x 10-· 7.1 X 10-' 
i. 3.3 x 10-' 3.3 X 10-' 
• 3.3 X 10-' 3.3 x 10-' 
4S 1.9 X 10-' 1.1 x 10'" 
Ii 1.1 X 10-' 6.0 X 10-' 
ill 1.1 X 10-' I.~ X 10-6 
i. 1.1 x 10'" 1.1 X 10-' 
• 1.1 X 10'" 1.1 x 10-' 
aThese lower-case roman numerals correspond 10 'he (i) • 
(v) range of values estimated for the FO + 0 3 rate 
constant shown in Table 14. 
However. the maximum likely rat~ constant for the above 
process is -iO- o , and al /hal rate, combined with the 
predicted values for [OH. v" .. 2) reported by Nagy et al. 
(Ref. 68) of -10' cm- '. the overall catalytic efficiency of 
FO, would only increase by less than a factor uf ten . 
Consequently. the catalytic efficiency of FO. would still be 
too low to be of importance in terms of releasing small 
quantities of F, from the Space Shunle . 
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MODEL II: WORST CASE
1
k17 - 5 x 10 1
M
MC
CDEL I: WORST CASE
i	
(k 15 k20 _ I
k 16 = 5x 10-i
.v	 w	 w	 w	 w	 iv	 w	 It
/(FO ''(CIOx)
Fig. 20. Ratio of the catalytic efficiencies of stratospheric
fluorine and chlorine.
G. Plume Chemistry
Although the equilibrium eventually reached will resent le
situations rreviously discussed, the propellant ejected fiont the
Space Shuttle will initially exhibit "plume" chemistry, involv-
ing localized and severe short-term perturbations of the
ambient concentrations of the trace constituents. In t;te
immediate vicinity of the Space Shuttle, a transient condition
of a very-high concentration of F Z will exist. The time taken
to reach steady-state conditions is governed by the rate of loss
of molecular fluorine. The dominant loss mechanism for
molecular fluorine is photolysis, with a J value of —5 X
I0- 5 s -I , with reaction with NO being a second minor loss
process:
F2 +hv —
 F+F
F, + NO F + FNO
FNO + b y - F + NO
Consequently, the time taken for 957( of the molecular
fluorine 'o be dissociated is about 16 h, assuming that
photolysis is the only removal mechanism. It is difficult to
uwertain the importance of the NO + F_ reaction, as the rate
constant is uncertain by at least one oi.:er of magnitude (Table
13), and, in addition, the NO in the plume may be
significantly depleted if FNO photolysis is slow. However, if
the NO + F 2 is rapid enough to be competitive with
photolysis. its only importance is that the molecular flu.)rine is
renu:ved more rapidly and FO,, attains steady-state conditions
earlier. Atomic fluorine formed from the processes shown
above reacts with oxygen-containing species (0 3 ,
 
0 2 , and 0)
to destroy odd oxygen, and hydrogen-containing compounds
(RH = 1120, C114, E1 2 ) to produce HF and localized high
concentrations of odd-hydrogen radicals such as OH, CH t . and
H. These localized concentrations of odd-hydrogen radicals
may far exceed the ambient levels (by many orders of
magnitude ), and the plume will exhibit a chemistry dominated
by radical-radical recomb i.,tation processes.
While the plume is still highly localized (-halt a day) the
concentration of RH(H 2 O, 011 4 , and H Z ) will be almost totally
depleted by the F + RH reaction, resulting in an effective
increased catalytic efficiency for FO,,. The ozone level in the
plume will also be significantly, if' not totally, depleted
However, it is not worth carefully modelling this localizeu
,ituation as the condition is transitory, and the atmosphere
rapidly recovers as the plume disperses. The injection of
fluorine is in a region of the stratosphere where the chemical
composition is controlled by photochemistry: consequently.
so
45
40
C3 35
t
30
25
20
T€'•z•> 19. Changes in FO= catalytic eff^clency as a function of
nonzero rate constants for reaction (15) (FO + RH -- HIP + RO)
Altitude, k	 =5X to- II	 k 16.17 = 2x 10 1'
km	 1'	
t 6,17
t 5
Model l	 Model it	 Model l	 Model 11
I
_^	 f
i
30	 U 5A X 10- 5 0.43 5.4 x 10-5 1.8 X 10-2
10- 13 5.4 X 10- 5
 
2.1 x 10-2 5.1 X to- 5 8.1 X lo- 3
10 -11 4.5 x 10 -5 2.3 x 10 -4 1.8 X 10
	 5 2.1 x 10 5
40	 0 4.8 x 10-6 2.1 x 10 3 4.8 X 10 6 9.3 X 10- 5
10-13 4.8 x 10-6 8.6 X 10-4 4.4 X 10-6 3.8 X 10- 5
to- 11 3.8 X 10-6 1.6 x 10	 5 1.7 X 10 6 L« X 10-6
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Table 20. Mixing ratios of FX following a 50-s duration ejection F2 + lit, -• F + F (9)
between 43 km and 36 km'
Time I1:XI	 FX W/O	 % F 2 (dissociated) F2 + It — FfF + F (22)
l h 5.0X 10 12 	6.3 x 10 5 IT
5.6h 7.1 x 10 10 	8.9x 10-7 64 F+03 - F0+0 2 (10)
Iday 1.7X109	 2.1X10 8 99
10 day 9.8X 106	1.2X lh lo 100
+O	 +Nt -CFO1	 2 +M (11)
Imo 1.2x106	 1.4x1011 100
F+RH- IIF+R (12)
I y r 4.7 X 104 	5.9 x 10 13 100
O+FO — F+O, (13)
a( ase (a) 50-s dump Initiated at 43 1:111,
NO+FO--•NO2+F (14)
70
Rif+FO-UHF+RO	 (15)
60
50	 FO+0 3 -+F+O,+0 2 	(16)
E
Y 40
1 :0 + O 3 - FO, + 0,	 (17)
30
J
Q
20	 )f+FO — HF+O	 (24)
10
FO  + 03 FO + 202
	
(19)
0
003/03 , %	 FO, + 0 — FO + 0 2	 (19)
Fig. 21. Perturbation in the ozone concentration resulting from
CFMs in the atmosphere.
	 FO  + Rif - ItF + RO,	 (20)
there will be a rapid regeneration of photochemically pro- 	 1
duced species such as 03.
H. Neutral Fluorine Chemistry in the Mesosphere
	
HF + by - H + F	 (23)
Neutral fluorine chemistry in the mesosphere is similar to
	
The Table 21 shows some typical values expected for
that previously described for the stratosphere. The major
	
concentrations of neutral constituents in the mesosphere (Ref.
differences are that HF will undergo photolytic decomposition 	 69).
by short wavelength UV light (Lyntz:n-u at 121.6 nnt) at a rate
much greater than its reaction with electronically excited
	 A careful analy sis of the fluorine reaction scheme listed above
oxygen atoms (0 1 U), and Lhat the concentrations of atomic
	
shows that about five of these reactions dominate and are
hydrogen. nitrogen, and oxygen are much greater in t;ie
	 sufficient to describe neutral fluorine chemistry. Photolysis
mesosphere than in the stratosphere. Consequently, this	 remains the major loss process for F 2 until 100 km, when
affects the relative intportan(-,^ of s.)me of the reactions. The
	 re; ,tion with atomic H becomes comparable. Therefore, the
Chemical scheme can be written:
	 half life of F Z in the mesosphere is comparable to that in the
35
TaW 21. Concentrations of neutral constituents in
molecules/cm3
Species
60
Altitude, km
80 100
[MI 7.2X1015 4.2X1014 1.1X1013
10 2 1 1.4X1015 1.1x1014 2.2X1012
(0 1 D1 — 3 x 102 --1 x 102 1.2 x 103
( 03p ) 7 x 109 6 x 109 4x 1011
[03 1 3 x 109 1 x 108 l x 107
ICH4 1 3.2 x 108 6.3 x 106 -
111 2 1 3.6 x 109 1.7 x 109 1.1 x 107
[11 2 01 3.5 x 10 10 5.9 x 10 8 7.7 x 105
11-11 1.4 x 106 3 x 10 7 1.1 x 108
[OH 1 3 x 106 1 x 106
1H0 2 1 3 x 10 6 1 x 106 -
[NO1 S x 10 7 5 x 10 7 5 x 107
T,K 253 177 210
stratosphere, —5.6 h. Due to the decrease in total gas density
with altitude, the F + 0 3 reacticn dominates tite F + 0 2 + M
reaction so that primary formation of F0 2 is not particularly
important in the mesosphere. The fate of the FO radicals
formed in reaction (10) will be dominated by reaction with
03p , so that reactions (14), (15), (16), and (17) can be
neglected. Reaction (24) is of little significance due to the high
[ 03p ]/[H] ratio. Reactions (18) and (19) can be negected
because the rate of formation of F0 2 via reactions (I 1) and
(17) is unimportant. Therefore, the reaction scheme can be
reduced to:
k 13 (0) (FO) + J 22 (HF)
	
[Else	 k 1 (03)+kl I (KH)
klo(F)(03)
[F0] ss - k 13 (0)
k ► 1 (F) (RH)
	
[liFlss	
J22
Substituting values for the rate constants and concentrations
in the above equations shows that HF:F:FO at 80 km is
1:10-4 :10-6 , i.e., HF is the dominant fluorine species, as was
the case in the stratosphere. The quantity of F 2 ejected into
the mesosphere is too low to significantly perturb the
concentrations of any of the neutral species after a day or so.
For a few hours, the concentrations of RH and 0 3 may be
depleted in the plume, 'but, as the plume disperses, the
atmosphere rapidly recovers. Consequently, we conclude that
the only fate of F 2 injected into the mesosphere is downward
transport into the stratosphere in the form of HF, with no
adverse effect on the neutral contituents of the mesosphere.
Fluorine Chemistry in the Ionosphere
In Section 11, it was shown that release of N 2 04 propellant
in the ionosphere would result in temporary, localized changes
in charge density and ionic composition, owing mainly to the
fact that NO (which is the major product) has a very low
ionization potential. For F 2 release, however, no such effects
are expected to occur because of the much higher ionization
potentials involved. The relevant fluorine species, along with
the corresponding ionization potentials, are:
Species	 Ionization potential, eV
F2 +ltv -> F+F	 (9)
F2	 15.7
F+03 CFO+02
	
(10)	 F	 17.4
HF	 15.8
F + Rif	 HF + R	 (11)	 FO	 13 to 14 (uncertain)
F02	12.6
FO+O ^F+02
	
(13)
	
HF + by -> F + H22
	
Thus, there will be no photoionization of the fluorine species
	
(")	 in the D-laye:. because radiation of sufficiently short wave-
length is not present. In the E ;gion, these species will
	
The following equations can b: derived for [F] ss. (FO] ss ,	 probably be photoionized with J-values similar to those of N2,
and [HF] ss .	 since the ionization potentials are similar. However, since the
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F 14
fluorine concentrations will be small, the resulting effects on
the charge density or ion composition will be quite negligible.
Furthermore, the principal form in which the fluorine will be
present, HF. cannot be ionized by charge exchange from any
of the abundant ions in the D- or E-regions (O Z ', N Z ', or
NO' ), because the ionization energy of HF is greater than that
of any of those ions.
We conclude, therefore, that release of F 2 in the ionosphere
will not significantly perturb that region.
VI. Summary and Conclusions
If a Space Shuttle flight must be aborted before attaining
escape velocity, the propellant for the payload would be
ejected into the stratosphere or the ionosphere (which includes
the mesosphere and the thermosphere). The payload propel-
lants may contain up to '-722 kg (6,000 lb) of F2 or up to
3.302 kg (7,500 lb) of N 2 04 . The present report is an
evaluation of the effects of these injections on the atmosphere.
The addition of NO and NO, to the stratosphere has
previously been extensively investigated in the course of-
.valnating the effects of SST exhaust on the atmosphere. In
particular, there is concern about stratospheric ozone levels
and the associated shielding of harmful LA -B radiation.
Assuming a linear relationship between the stratospheric load-
ing of NO ), and the magnitude of the ozone perturbation, we
have calculated the change in ozone expected to result from
the space shuttle ejection of N 2 04 , based on the ozone change
that is predicted for the (much greater) NO,, input that would
accompany large-scale operations of SSTs. These calculations
show that the effect on ozone is negligibly small.
The N 2 04 may also be released in the ionosphere. The
resulting effects on ion density and composition are discussed.
Because of the localized and transient nature of the effects, it
is concluded that this will result it. no adverse environmental
impacts.
Although no previous extensi -,e efforts have been made to
evaluate fluorine additions to the atmosphere, other halogens
have been considered. In particular, large-scale efforts have
gone into the question of chlorine-catalyzed reductions in
stratospheric ozone. We have critically reviewed possible
stratospheric fluorine reactions to evaluate the magnitude of
fluorine-induced ozone destruction relative to the reduction
that would be caused by addition of an equal amount of
chlorine. Thus, using the magnitude of ozone decrease
predicted for chlorine, the decrease in ozone that would result
front the fluorine addition has been calculated. Because of the
chemical properties of fluorine, and the low concentrations
involved, the predicted effect on stratospheric ozone is
vanishingly small.
A similar evaluation was made for an ionosphere injection.
No adverse environmental impacts are predicted.
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